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It i, "Pr>ropriate, in this millenniwn ye:rr
(whether you believe this.houldbe 2000 or
2001!)tolookbackatthe bi'IDryofocoo,ties

:e

A~'=~ia a~:i!"e~ som~!:~~ingo~Or I:::

achie"ements are physical monum~nts--
great and ,nccessful concert halls and
thealre., musical inslrunlents. or electronic
devices. Some are much less COllcrete but
equally importanl conhibutions to the quality
oflifelhroughnoise regulaliorusandthc
careful design of facrorie", road< and
airports. Looking back, I feel sure we can
takepride inwhath.s!>eenochicvedthough
remaining thoroughly aware of what slill
remains to be done
Pulting togethcrthis sllrvey has been the
won. of many people, whose names appear
onth.articl"" ,and I would like 10 thankthem
alL The Editors:rreaculelyJware,hO\<'eVer,
th.t the field has not been covered
lhoroughl)"Thereis,forinstance,n(}history
of(/u; N.tional Ac(}II,tiC Laoornl(}ries or (}t'

In personal andcorporalc life there are many
unanticipated e'·ents and criscsex!",rienced
which at the least upse' our equilibrium and
change our plans, or ... dly may do," the
cbapter of our life and thc lives orour fami ly
andfricrul •.
Yoor Prc,i<k'Dtc.~pcriencedapl"" change
immtdiatelybefore the Council Meetings in
Perth who:n Rosemary. m)' wife f..:ed emergencysurgeryin..teadof anending the Pcnh
Confcrence""m),accomp.nyingperson.OUI
Vice-president Charles Don kindly took OWr
atvcrymortooticeandchairedOOthCouncii
MeetingsandArutualGeneralMeeting.ltakc
this opportunity to thank Charl~s for your
COflcernand".. sislancedurinsthispcriod.
We were ...ddened 10 learn ofthc passing
of Gracmc Yates our immediate Past
Presiden~whe nfu ll rec.(J'{ery frornhi,iJ1ncss
hadbecnexpe<.-1Cd On behalf of the Society I
C:<('H"CSS lO Graeme's wife Marilyn and daughIe..
Jennirer, EJi."bcth, Katherine and
Carolyn our dc<.'PCst sympathy. Gr=nc has
boen an untiring member of the Society since
its iroception in W~,\cm AU.>trali .... and tbe
details of his profetlSim1al lifc in acoustics and
hi s involvement in the AAS are presented in
dctailintllisissuc:orAoousticsAustralia.
It was also dislres~in.g to learn of the
molOrvehicle accident whicb claimcd the life
of Mark Eisner and scriously injured ~iswif.
Judith. Markhasbecn a long Ii"", Memberof
thcAASandd<.'Votcduvcrthrccd.cadesofbis

=

tile Ultrasonics Institute, though there
articles on th~ CALAID produced by NAL
and on "ome of Ihe a"hicvcments of the
Ultrasonics In,titute in medical im.ging
There is also nothing on \ouds!",akers or
mic rophone., or about atmospheric and
aboutacliyc

00'

t~'tatu.<ofourjoumoJ in the eyes (}flhose
collecting universitypublic.lion.t.tistics!)

Thc point ofhi.tory is that wc sbould bc
aware of our past and 'hould uSe thaI
Imowledge 10 better plan ourfurure. Looking
ahead,it, eems cl carthatbotht~n.,.,dsand

the opportunities in ucollstics will continue to
cxparuiin thefuturc, and we should go forth
to T!lC<:tthcrnwithconfidcncc
From the 'iewpoint ofthisjouITIlII , w.

no coverage .
and,pace:rrel:rrgely
re'ponsible, and we mighl point oul in
mitigation that 'IO/lIC or these topics havc
hoon ",",,'crcd, though p~Thap, DO! from a
histooealpcn;pccli,'e, inr«cnli'»llCSof....journal. To aid the interested reader. thefin.1
short p.per in this issue givesref=nec. to
.0IlrcCS ror some of this additional
information. (Tbcfootn01eoneachpapcT
indicating that this is an "Unrefereed
HislOrical lssue",incidental ly, is to pre,en'e

lifctoprofcs~i onal acoUStiCll. Ag'.rinonbehalf
ofthc Soci~'1y, t c.~prc," \0 Judith and family
our deepest 'ympathy. Mark's work in
acoustic, is also detailed more fuU), in this
issueofAA.

0lI

Council expres,'ed app,,"ciation for tile
work that our General Sccretary, David
Watkin.hasdoncoverthcpa.,tscvcral)'cars
well beyond h;~ call of dut),. Consiokralioo
was lli"ert to ways of easing his "'mkload
Mainlt-'Dancc of our web-site WllS one.,..,a
ilk']]tified. Terry ]l.lcMinn (WA Division) is
to carry out this ",Ie, It i, prob.ble thiltOllr
Directory of Members will be pwdllced on
the web - ",,,il.ble to members in 2001
There are slillsome i"-'<Ilesincluding sccurity
and the bwefi fs 10 Sustainin g MembefS
",hichnecdtobcinvestigatcd.
In respect to the Registrar's role,Connci l
expressed deep awreciation lor lhe "'01'k
that Ray Pies.sc has done ovcrmany years in
th is po,ition and I e,p"''' likewise my
appreciat ion fOT Ray's long s~'Ivice as
Rcgistmr, his wmk for titc Society extending
back to its fou ndotion including his role as
Pre,identofAAS

too have plans for ehauge. for the ncw

milknnium, 00<: of "'hich is announced in
this i"-<ue and
be instituted in thcfiNt

",ill

i'S\1efor th e Y"ar2001.Thi.is a ~sectioo

in Ihe journal with Ihe titie ACOllsties Forum
whicb aims to gi,'e an opportunity for tru.
e:cch.lnge ofvie,u about cum:nt i,,;uc, ""d
achie,'cment.in acousticswitholll!h~ length
reslriclious of. Letter to the Editor or the
forrnal rev:iewrNJuirementsofananicle. We
hope thalcou.ultants and otho;:rprofes.s iooals
;nlhe fiddwill welcomcthi. inn",,,tion ami
willsendu;;lheircontriblltion<rcs"larly.

The Regi'tr"'~ posilion will now take on
a pro-acti\'c rok in m~mbership application
processing and procedure. Gillian Adan"
(Qld Division) has offered IOC:my oollhi.
~role

1lIe AAS 1IOW ha, a new Trcasu.-er, Ken
Mik1 (NSW Divi,i(}n). I expre'" (}n behalf of
thc Socicty OUT tbanks 10 Les Huson fm hi,
work in that po,ition over the pa't several

Tbc awarding ufthe Prcsi<ienl's Prize was
in "'nh. The ",cipi~'Dl> of tho
prize this ye.,. were Colin Kestell , Cohn
Han;.cn and Brn ClIZzolato fmapaperentit1ed
'Virtual Sen,om in ANivc Noise CODtrol'.
o;,,,,i(}flS are reminded thaI tile President~
Pri,.ccanooly bcawardecltoa Member/. of
theSociery
hig~lighted

And so anolher year hM passed. For some
mcmbc..Th the ,tan of a new millennium, and
olhers the rinal ycaroftnc pa,tmillonnium.
Wh.te>'eryoucpo'lition on the matter fhc year
nasnowpa.twithallitsunexpoctancie, - po'l_
i tiveornegafivcandwcaT~f""cdwithanew

andbopefullyaberterY'ari~2001, I thank al l
Councillor,;, Di"i.ion Committee member.
and all others who have uoiatdt/'o: Socie1}' in
any way this pa,t Y'nr. lt i:s apprccWed. And
ma)' l wi,haUm.mbers a'V}·...:cr:osful.nd
enjoyable year to come
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Acoustics Austra' ia

mSTORY OF THE
AUSTRALIAN ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
The history of acoustics ;n Australia i. intimately linked with the development ()fthe Australian Acoustical Society_ Becanseofoor diverse
heritage of States 81ld the long distances involved, this development WlI!I rather fragmentary, andmoves tuwards forming a National society
took place concurrently in .everal places. The present oollection of articles pieces together thai development from the viewpOInt of people
involved in each of tile States where there are now Divisions of the AAS

BEGINNINGS IN NEW SOUTH WALES
Boward Pollard
6 Wren Place, Cronulla, NSW 2230

When a group of enthusiasts get together and decide to form
a society, little thought is given 10 the possibility that years
later someone might like to know how everything started.
Systematic records of initial meetings or lists of those present
are often ilifficult to find. Some time in the future there will
be a feverish search for minutes of meetings or old records to

supplement the hazy memories of surviving foundation
members. The rare exception is when some diligent soul is

found to have kept a folder containing copies of all relevant
papers.
The Australian Acoustical Society had almost
simultaneous beginnings in New South Wales and Victoria.
In Sydney during the I %Os, acoustical activities were starting
to expand with a number of consultants becoming active,
courses starting at the University ofNSW and the numerous
activities and research programs at the National Acoustic.o
Laboratory having a significant impact. Apart from a basic
need for all concerned to communicate, there were increasing
numbers of court actions that required expert technical
evidence. The need for an acoustical society was starting to
become urgent
Much of the credit for initiating some concertcd action
mnst go to Peter Kn(JWland who, during early 1964, made a
systematic series of telephone calls to all potentially
interested parties, seeking their support for the fonnation of a
society. At the time, Peter was employed lIS an acoustical
consultant in the engineering finn of Norman and Addicoat in
North Sydney. In due course a formal meeting was called on
5 August 1964 at the offices of Norman and Addicoat with
Peter Knowland as chainnan. Following is a list ofthosc who
attended, which \Deludes VIVian Taylor who had offices in
both Sydney and Melbourne and who intimated that similar
discussions were also taking place in Victoria: Benson, J
Ernie; Clarke, J H; Eisler, G L; Elliot, H B; Harris, Robert
W; Knowland, Peter; McCrae, N J; Mehaffey, Warwick;
Murphy, R G; Parts, A A; Pollard, Howard F; Rose, J A;
Taylor, H Vivian; Thome, Ross; Weston, E T; Weston, H R.
A second meeting was held on 23 September 1964 at which
the original 16 persons attended together with Bookland, W;
Caddy, R S; Flockhart, A P; Irvine, J A; Kaldor, AF; and
Lawrence, Anita.

At these meetings lengthy discussions took place
concerning the aim.<! of an acoustical society, whcth~ the
membership should be graded, and the type of activities to be
organised. In her recent arti~le [I]. Anita Lawrence
comments: "A committcr __ clccted to consider the
formation of an Australia-wide group, to prepare a draft
constitution including conditions of membership, to suggest
activities and consider the organisa\1on ofasymposium, and to
can another general meeting in a few months time. The four
committee members were Peter Knowland (Chairman), John
Irvine (Secretary), Warwick Mehaffey and Anita Lawrence."
"Much work then ensued and the NSW and Victorian
committees battled with drafting an acceptable constitution,
one of the most difficult areas was deciding on the
requirements for admission to the various proposed grades of
membership. As there were few, lf any, people with direct
academic qualifications in 'acoustics', it was difficult to
define who should be eligible for the professional grade of
'Member'. Eligibility for admission was considered to be
someone eligible for membership of a profC$!ilion recognised
as a professional by the Commonwealth Public Service. At
that time there were a number of well-respected acousticians
without academic qualifications, so a 'grandfather' clause WIllI
included to allow those who had been working at a
professional level in acoustics for a number of years to also be
admitted to corporate membership."
From the start it was recognised that some fonn of
publication was needed to keep the membership informed of
acoustical activities and to provide an outlet for published
articles on current acoustical work. The NSWDivision started
publishing a newsletter initially edited by :red Weston, Peter
Knowland and John Irvine. This newsletter eventually grew
into the Bulletin of the Australian Acoustical Society
following incorporation of the society in 1971.
The process leading up to incorporation was subject to
lengthy delays since the NSW Government was taking a long
time to amend the necessary legislation. Jack Rose chaired the
group responsible for all the prior discussions and
negotiations. Incorporation of the Australian Acoustical
Society (in NSW) wasfinally achieved on 1 April 1971. The
first meeting of the Council oftheAAS WllS held on 18 April
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1971 with Jack Rose in the chair and five councillors each
from NSW and Victoria. Couneil!ors present were Ron
Barden, Jim Bryant, Gerald Riley, Vivian Taylor and Graeme
Harding /Tom Victoria; Louis Challis, PeteI Knowland, Jolm
Irvine, Jack Rose and Anita Lawrence from NSW The flrst
office bearers for the new Federal society were Vivian Taylor,
President; Peter Knowland, Vice-President; lim Bryant,
General Secretary and Jolm Irvine, Treasurer.
Early public meetings of the NSW Division included a
Symposiwn on Auditoria Acoustics in JWle 1967; an
International Acoustics Symposium together with an Annual
Conferencc in 1968; and a conference on '"Noise Legislation
andRegulation"in 1972.

At the AGM of the NSW Division in JWle 1971, Jack Rose
proposed that the Australian Acoustical Society apply to hold
an International Acoustics Congress in Australia. AfI~ along
process ofphmning and lobbying, the Australian society was
awarded the 1980 Congress to be held in Sydney. With Jack
Rose as Chairman of the Organising Conunittee, a very
successful Congress was held at the University of New South
Wales.

REFERENCES
1. Lawrence, Anita, "Australian Acoustical Society-From the
Beginning to the End of the 20th Century", Pmc AAS
Conference-Acousllcs Today, Mclbooroe, 1999, 15-18.
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BEGINNINGS IN VICTORIA
Co Louis Fouvy
241 Cotham Rd, Kew, Vi~_ 3101
Following the founding of the Acoustical Society of America
(ASA) in 1929, and the subsequent periodical issue of its
prestigious Journal oj the Acouslical Society of America
(JASA), it was inevitable that in due time a group of
Australians working in the various fields of acoustics should
found such a society in Australia. Before such founding,
numerous Australian acousticians were either members of the
ASA or regular subscribers to JASA. Some were contributors
to the JASA as well as other overseas journals such as
Acustica and the Journa/ of Sound and Vibration. H. Vivian
Taylor, a pioneer Australian acoustician, had been an ASA
member since 1931. The very existence of the ASA and
similar professional organisations elsewhere, and of a
sizeable group of Australian acowmcs professionals pointed
to the nccd for such an organisation in Austra1ia. The more
senior amongst us probably well remember the times before
theASA.
The Australian Acoustical Society (AAS) had its
beginnings in 1964, almost simultaneously in New South
Wales l!lld Victoria. The following account has been put
together from numerous items of information gathered from
AAS Confcrence-99 papers and personal communications
from Anita Lawrence [1] and Gerald Riley [2], from Graeme
Harding who provided copies of the Notice for the meeting to
be held on 23 September 1964 with its appended undated
circular letter from the inaugural NSW early September
meeting [3 j, an extract from the 22 September 1964 CSlRO
DBR reply [4], the Notice for the inaugural Victorian meeting
to be held in Melboume at RMIT on 16 November 1964 [5],
the minutes of this inaugural 16 November 1%4 Victorian
general meeting [6], and Notice for the second Victorian
general mceting arranged for 26 Maroh [7].
Anita Lawrence's paper [1] reports that the first NSW
meeting was held in Sydney on 5 August 1964 in Peter
Knowland's offiC!:s (at Norman & Addicoat). This was in fact
an exploratory meeting (similar to that held in Melbourne Oil
9 October 1964) at which 16 people were present. The
82 - Vol 28 (2000) No.3

original document from this meeting (held by Peter
Knowland), and a copy (held by Ray Piesse), gives the
~ignatures of those who attended, and includes Vivian Taylor
as the one Victorian present
The inaugural NSW meeting was held about a month later,
in early September, and was attended by the earlier 16 together
with a further 6. Its outcomes were published in an undated
CIrcular Letter recording the~e 22 names (with two obvious
mis-spellings) [3], which refers to the meeting held ~earIy this
month" and, with the Notice of Meeting for the next to be heLd
on 23 September 1964, was sent to, and invited comments
from, not only those present at that inaugural meeting but also
other Il.COUllticians who it was considered would be interested
in becoming members of an Australian acoustical society.
The fIrst 16 of these 22 names appear in exactly the same
order as those listed as present at the 5 August 1964
exploratory meeting.
The Notice for the 23 September 1964 ("next") meeting
accompanying the undated circular letter [3] quite clearly
shows that the first NSW meeting was the early September,
not the August meeting, because the Agenda refer, inter alia,
to confinnation of the Minutes of First Meeting. At the time
of writing, several NSW Division historians have been in
process of putting together a more detailed account of thesc
early NSW meetings.
That a copy of this NSW undated circular letter was sent to
several Victorian acoUllticians, apart from Vivian Taylor who
had attended the first NSW meeting, is shown in that a reply
dated 22 September 1964 sent to the NSW group [4] was "a
joint reply on behalf of the interested persons at (CSIRO)
Division of Building Research (DBR, Highett), namely Bill
Davern, Paul Dubout, Wern~ Lippert, Roy Muncoy and
Arthur Nickson".
Gerald Riley's paper [2] further reports that he, having
been approached by Arthur Nickson, and Ken Cotmor (RMIT
Physics Dept), met them at CSIRO DBR, Highett on 9
October 1964. Having discussed the NSW IUldated circular

Acouslics Australia

letter [3]. they "agreed that in view of the extremely successful
Symposium 011 Noise held at Monash University the previous
August (ie, 1964), there could well be a :rufficient number of
interested people in Victoria", and convened a meeting to be
held at RMIT on 16 November 1964, The resulting Notice of
Meeting [5J, authorised by Ken Connor, announced that "lIll
Anstralian Acoustical Society is in process of formation by a
provisional organising committee" and that the group who had
held some pyeliminary meetings had "asked Mr H Vivian
Taylor to convene a meeting of interested persons from
Victoris and Southern States to consider whether it will be
desirable to establish a Victorian chapter or Southern
division". LCIW<lT tear-{)ff portions of the Notice asked those
who had received it to return it. and indicate their interest in
this proposal, and whether or not they would be pyellellt on 16
November 1964. Altogether, around 150 notices were sent to
various persollS and organisations.
The Minutes of this inaugural meeting held in Melbourne
on 16 November 1964 [6] reported, inter alia, that of the 44
who luuI indicated they would attend this meeting only four
(their names were not recorded) did not actua!iy do so. A
further 24 had indicated that although they could not attend
this meeting, they wished. to be kept informed on progress.
These names are appended. An outcome of this meeting was
that it was agreed that a "steering committee be appointed to
investigate the membership potential for an acoustical society
in Victoria, and to arrange a pilot program of activities of
general interest to potential members of the proposed
Australian Acoustical Society". The following committee,
given power to co-opt other members, and directed to maintain
contact with the Sydney group, was nominated and appointed:
Prof Ron Barden (convener), H Vivian Taylor, Gerald Riley,
Ken Connor, Paul Dnbont, Ron Carr and ]oho Heine. The
second general meeting was held on 26 March 1965 [7].
The reference documents disrussed here do not tell all. It
would be interesting to know, for example, who at the
inaugural NSW mceting had arranged that a copy of that
meeting's outcomes be sent to the CSIRO DBR acoustics
group, to whom was it sent, and who had replied on behalf of
the gronp.
And Anita Lawrence's comment in her
Conference-99 paper [I] that Vivian Taylor had, at that
inaugural NSW meeting. "explained that the fonnation of an
Anstralia-wide acoustical organisation was currently under
discussion in Victoria" does not tell ns who were party to these
discussions. After 36 years, it is now no longer easy to fmd
answers to these qnestions. While, for example, it is probeble
in view of other I:C<:orded events and pcnlonal conunents that
Arthur Nickson was the 1964 contact at the CSIRO DBR,
Highett, Vic, we can only sllI1llise that before the inaugural
NSW meeting Vivian Taylormight have discussed forming an
acoustical society with acousticians such ali Ron Carr or
Arthur Nicmn.
Of continuing interest to all AAS members arc the views
'about the'Soci~'s aid. functions an"ii membership expressed
at_ those meetJngs in 1964 at the time the 'formation of an
aconstical society was being contemplated
The statement of outcomes in the nnd!lted NSW circular
letter [3J asked for comments on the Aims of an Australasian
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aconstical SQC1ety, on its Organisation at both federal and state
levels, and on Membership requirements and professional
standing. In addition, those at this NSW meeting "expressed
the view that an acoustical society should be authoritative,
should disseminate information, and act as a clearing house for
local and international acoustical news. To fulfil these
purposes, State meetings would be organised on a regular
basis, with possibly annual Federal conferences. It will
probably be desirable to form working groups to deal with the
various topics such 3S noise, architectural acoustics, electroacoustics, standards in acoustics, psycho-acoustics, musical
acoustics, phonetics, etc. People in other States may wish to
fonn similar gronps to assist in the development of an
acoustical society on an Austra1asian basis. However, it may
be more expedient if the preliminary work is done by one
group, to avoid duplication, and the NSW group would be
wil1ingto nndertake this work." [3]
The CSIRO DBR group reply [4] showed that they
I. Favoured the formation of an acoustical liociety on a
national or Australasian basis, and would seek to become
members,
2. Accepted the NSW group's offer to develop a suitable
organisation, with State bran~h committees eventuaHy
assurning appropriate local functions,
3. Asked whether the NSW provisional organising committee
members were widely enongh known to inspire confidence
in potential mcmbers throughout Australasia,
4. Agreed with the general proposals ontlined, but didn't wish
to then comment further onAim!< or Organisatiollul de/aib,

"""

5. Recommendcd that membership levels provide not only for
corporate and sustaining members as in the Acoustical
Society of America, bnt also for bona fide undergradnate
students a\ reduced membership fees ("to fu~ter and
encourage pursuit of the acoustics specialties of science
and tec1mology..." [4]), and thai entrance qualifications to
these levels not be limited to academic qna1ification, but
allow also for those with established professional standing
in acoustics (Anita Lawrence's grandfather clause [1])

While the inaugural Victorian meeting of 16 November
1964 discussed these matters of aims, organisation,
membership, etc, it made no additional minuted decision on
them. Instead, it accepted the fonowing statement for
transmission to the NSW group. ''This meeting wishcs to
express its appreciation of the work donc by the Sydney group
In support of tbis a pilot committee has been set up in Victoria
to promote activity with the aim of working towards a common
constitution providing for a Federal Council." [5]
At this early stage in the formation of the AAS, two
important matters can be seen to have been left open for future
the Society's geographical scope (whether
decision:
A~tralian or A~tralasian) and its overall organisation
"twhether National or Federal). As it'currenilY'stands 36 years
after its NSW and Victorian inaugural meetings, the AAS is an
Australia-wide society, though there is no reason why at some
future time it could not widen its scope to become
Australasian; and its constitution shows it to be organised on
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a national (not federal) basis, with the ultimate authority and
responsibility vested in its Council, which consists of
representatives of its five subordinate state Dividons.
The AAS thus began life in 1964 with NSW and Victorian
Divisions. Those of ns who attended the Victoria Division's
very successful 6 to 8 MMch 1971 Noise Zoning Conference
at Warburton will remember being told that the Society's
incorporation was then imminenl. After six years of
NSW(Victorian co-operative preparation of its Constitution,
the Society was established as an Incorporated AustraIian
Society (incorporated inNSW) on I April 1971 [1]. Thatthc
process of incorporation took as long as it did occurred
because it was done, as Jack Rose recently told me, against a
background of the NSW company incorporation legislation
being re-appraised, re-drnfted and revised.
In 1971 the Society's National Council of ten
representatives comprised five from NSW and five from
Victoria (including Tasmania) [1]. With the subsequent
incorporation within the AAS of the Western Au:.traJia, South
Australia and Queensland Divisions on 1 April 1972 [8], 1
March 1976 [9] and 23/24 November 1985 [10] respectively,
the 10-member Council now has two representatives from
each state Division. Some aceount of the activities of the
Society and ils members has been told in its BulletillS (19731984) and Acoustics Australia (from 1985), and in its
generally-annual Conference Proceedings. However, much
yet remains to be told, a task on which some of the Socicty's
historians are currently engaged.
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APPENDIX
Presentatthe 16 November 1964 Victoria meeting in Melbourne (an
unnamed four were not present): Barden, Prof R G, Blackwell, M

B, Burton,FR, Carr,RJ, Cllfton,SJ, Clutterbuck,AC, Connor,
A K, Curtis. R A C, Davern, W A, de Steiger. P J, Devereux, J,
Drury, G S, Duhout, p; ElW(lrthy, C G, Gilbert, W N, Gimesy, 0
AT, Grnham, J C, Gunson, S, Hanling, G E, !feine, J F, Hodder,
IR, Jefferies,MA, KaSllimntes,E, Knox,GW, Martin,L, Martin,
V R, McLeod, R W, Molnar. J, Murphy, P A, NiclJ.olls, R G,
Nickson, A F fl, Peresjolkow. V; Richardson, S A, Riley, GAB,
Robson, B C, Rosauer, T, Stevenson, Dr D C, Stin""n, B W,
Sundercombe, J C R, Taylor, H V, Thompson, J K, Watson, J H,
Watson, K M, Wilkinson, R C.

N(}t present at the 16 November 1964 meeting in Mefboume, bJrt
who asked to be kept infonned of progress: Coffee, C L, Cook, K
R, Fisher, S A, F{luvy, C L, Freerrum, B C, Griffiths, W B,
Hughes. R R, Johnoon, A C J, King. R B, Lalor, A p. Lippert, Dr
WKR, Marshal,IA, Marlin,WRB, MWlCey,RW, Nelson,JA,
Pavia, R E, Pryce, M, Ridyard, J, Sharpe, A, Simpson, R McC,
Syvertsen, R C, Tarrant, M R. Warner, J M E, Webb, N L C
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QUEENSLAND
RJ. Hooker
53 MlIJ"ShaU Lane, Kenmore, Qld 4069
The Queensland Division is the youngest of the five AAS.
Divisions, but activity in acoustics pre·dates the formal
establishment of the Division by at least 25 years. An early,
perhaps the first, major study was in the late 1950s, a PhD
project in thc Department of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineering at the University ofQucensland. The topic was
"The production, character and abatement of noise in
pueumatic perCussive rock drills" and the (successful) student
was J.L.Beiers. He used a Scott sound level meter with balf84-Vol. 28 (2000) No. 3

octave filter. It was probably the first sound level meter in the
state although one consulting engineering group·had a meter
at that time. Apart from a field calibmtor, neither meter is
recorded as ever visiting a calibration service.
In 1963 the Department of Mechanical Engineering at the
University of Queensland bought a B&K 2203 fora study of
passenger car lyre noise and for general and teaching use.
Although further meters were bought, the origiual remained iu
use Wltil, as one staffmember observed to students, the metcr

was older than they were. Later, while still in regular use, it
was older than some staff members. It is still serviceable
although rarely used. One might note that the first large
digital computer in Queensland was installed in 1962.
In the 1960s community noise problems arose with
bowling alleys, river barges, supermarket refrigeration plant,
squash courts, hotels and motor sports. A first educational
activity of any size was a Symposium on Noise Control,
conducted in1967 under the auspices of The Institution of
Engineers,Australia.
The following de<lade became an active period, Some
consulting work developed, the State Government fanned a
Noise Control Committee and passed tho Noise Abatement
Act, and added the words "and Noise Control" to the Division
of Air Pollution. The University of Queensland ran two
projects related to mining, one on large mining machines and
another on the percussive rock drill. The (then) Queensland
Institute of Technology conducted several extension courses
on noise primarily for pnblic health inspectors. The f"rrst
glimmerings of an AA5 Division can possibly be discerned,
described on one occasion as "shadowy wisps of conversation
over many years". In response to a now lost enquiry, NSW
Division, which then included Queensland, snggested that
there were not enough members in Queensland to form a
division. A division committee has ten members. The
membership in Queensland at the time totalled II, of whom 7
lived in Brisbanc. Even from that 11, only 10 names are

recorded.
The shadowy wisps gradually gained substance, as those

engaging in the conversations talked themselves into doing
something. A ''Meeting of Interested Per:sons" was heldon 18
Jnly 1984. Attendance was 39, with 25 apologies. Out of the
woodwork! A group of three (Noela Eddington, Warren
Renew, Robert Hooker) prepared a submission to AAS
Council, Perth, 1984, to which Council gave in-principle
approval and recommended formation of II Steering
Committee to pursue fonnation of II division. Basically, the
Steering Committee operated as II Division would, including
facing a difficulty over registration of the name of the Society
in Queensland, and a proposal was prepared.
The Queensland Division was fonnally established by
resolution of Council at Leura on 24 November 1985. The
foundation committee comprised: A.L. Brown, A,R. Brown,
N.J. Eddington, R.I. Hooker (Chair), F. Karnst, W.C.
Middleton, W.D. Renew, R.H. Rumble, W. Tonnison and R.C.
Windebank. JYpical technical and IlOcial meetings have
continued since thm time.
The first major event was the Community Noise
Conference, Toowoomba, 1986, sponsored jointly by the
Society and the State Government Division of Air Pollution
and Noise ControL This was followed in 1991 by the
combined AAS Annual Conference and WESTPRAC-4, again
with joint sponsorship with the Department of Environment
and Heritage. The Society 1996 Annual Conference WIIS held
in Brisbane.
Thc active acoustics scene in Queensland has seen
Division membership grow to around 50 in the year 2000.

-~WESTERN AUSTRALIA
J.D. Macpherson
10 Megalnng St, Nedhlnds., WA 6009

Ah, the rugged independence of the West .. ever heard of
ASWA? Tibor Vass, founding member ofASWA, writes of its
formation'
"It was in 1969 when a group of people sat down in a cafe
at the University Housc bar at UWA to diocuss our interest in
acoustics and how we could be involved actively in that field.
We could see two options available to us here in the West
I. We could join as individual members of the NSW or
Victorian Divisions of the then already existing Australian
Acoustical Society, and give up any hope of WA
contributing actively in the running of AAS (this happened
in SA and eventually in Queensland); ox

2. We could fonn our independent Society here in WA, by
creating the Acoustical Society of WA (ASWA)
We decided on the second option and called an inaugural
meeting of people interested in acoustics in the following year,
on 7 May 1970. TWenty people attended the meeting, and at
the end of the meeting, Dr Brian Johnstone was elected as
Chainnan, Dr Harold Marshall as Vice-Chairman and Tibor
Acoustics Australia

Vass as Secretary-Treasurer. A subcomnnttee set out to write
the Constitution and set in motion an application fox the
incorporation of ASWA
We achieved these in a few months and by 23 February
1971 we had all independent, Tncorporated Acoustical Society
ofWA."
The new Society got into stride quickly. On 11 September
1970, an afternoon symposium was held at UWA on the theme
of "Noise control in the community and its cost". Topics
addressed by the speakers inclnded: the effect of noise on the
body, the extent of hearing conservation problems, the cost of
noise control measures, and the sociological aspects of aircraft
noise. Registration cost was $1.00.
By November 1970, there were 16 Members and one
Affiliate. Annual fees were $10.00 fox a Member and $5.00
for an Affiliate.
TiOOr Vasa continues; "Soon after this, alarm bells were
ringing in Sydney. It was discreetly suggested that, instead of
creating two Acoustical Societies in Australia, we should
amalgamate and apply to be part of the AAS, and if we did so,
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we would be recognised as the WA Division of the AAS. In
due conrsc we applied and on 31 March 1972, we officially
became the WA Division of the Australian Acoustical Society.
This was announced in Vol. I No. I of the newly-launched
Bulletin of the AAS."

Membership of the Division has steadily increased over
the years, to about 40--45 members during the 1990's. The
membership has retained the diversity of acoustic interests
apparent amongst the founding memben;, and has avoided the
temptation to become a "learned" society. The Technical
Meetings havc been varied, of a high standard and well
attended. Thanks to l!Ol1le enterprising work on sponsorship
for the AAS National Conferences held in Perth in 1984, 1990

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

.

and 1995, the Divisional :flnances have remained in good
shape.

In recent years, the WA Divisionhas branched out with the
introduction of its own newsletter, "Acoustic Feedback",
containing local acorn;tics news and articles of interest. An
annual day-long WA Division Conference was held in 1998
and 1999, as a forum for members to prcsent current work.
What is apparent from a perusal of the Division history is
the enormous contribution made by the AAS members to the
development of acoustic practice in WA, whether in
development of legislation, provision of consultancy and
cootracting services, or in academia.

-

Colin Hansen* and Bob Boyce**
*33 Panons Street, Marion, SA 5043
**7 Hank Street, Lockleys, SA 5032

The SA Division of the AAS owes its beginning to the
enthusiastic initiative and leadership of the late R. Bruce King
(a local acoustical consultant), and the enthusiastic support of
Garry Stafford (a Scientific Officer with the State
government) and Don Woolford (an engineer with the ABC).
On Thursday, April 24, 1975, these three enthusiastic
individuals met and plotted the fonnation of the SA Divislon.
They arranged to send circulnrs to all relevant people on their
mailing lists advising them of a preliminary public meeting on
Thursday, June 12, 1975 atthc ABC studios in Collinswood to
discrn;s the formation of the SA Division. They agreed that
Garry Stafford would invite Ray Piesse, Director of the
National Acoustic Labonttoriess to address the meeting.
There are no records confirming that this meeting actually
occurred,
However, a publie meeting to discuss the fonnation of a
SA Division was held on August 4, 1975_ Jack Rose
addressed the meeting and infonned those present of the history and purpose of the AAS, which was formed in 1964
Approximately 70 people attended this meeting and there
were about 20 apologies. This may be compared to recent
times where our Annual General Meeting has attracted
between 15 and 20 people. It was noted at the first meeting
that all membership fees, except those from Sustaining
Members would be made available to the local Divisions.
Apparently a questionnaire had been sent out to relevant individuals At the end of the meeting, the proposal that a Division
of the Australian Acoustical Society be fonned in SA WlllI
passed unanimously.
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At the time of the first public meeting to discuss the SA
Division formation, therc were already 7 members of the AAS
residing in South Austra1ia. These were Messrs Kendrick,
King, Luxton, Pryce, Reilly, Swanson and Williamson.
The first ad hoc conunittee meeting was held in the
Offices of Bruce King on September 8, 1975. At this meeting
20 new applications for membeIship of the AAS were ratified
The formation of the SA Division WlllI approved by Council on
29 Febmury, 1976 and became effective on the March I, 1976.
At this timo there were 23 members.
The inaugural meeting of the SA Division of the AAS was
ehaired by Bob Boyce and WlllI held in the ABC studios at
Collinswood. The AAS President, Dr Carolyn Mather, and the
General Secretary, Bill Davern attended. The first office bearers were eleeted and they were Chair, Bruce King, Vice Chair,
Bob Boyce, Secretary, Don Woolford and TreasurerlRegistrar,
Ken Martin. Ken Martin held this position for more than 20
years. At the end of tile meeting. the Adelaide String Quartet
gave an outstanding perfonnancc of works by Mozart, Webem
and Schubert.
The SA Division of the AAS has never looked back_ We
have 4 or 5 technical meetings each year (preceded by an
infonnal dinner each time) and always a Christmas Dinner
where members can get to know one another in a more relaxcd
setting. The SA Division has hosted tile AAS Annual
Conference on three occasions and also organised the 5th
International Congress on Sound and Vibration in Adelaide in
1997. Tn 1999 and 2000. the Division has also organised short
courses for industry, cOllJl()ils and the community on noise
control and envirorunental noise. As ofNovcmber 2000, the
SA Division of the AAS had 46 members.

Acoustics Australia

HISTORY OF THE JOURNAL OF THE
AUSTRALIAN ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY
Howard Pollard* and Marion Burgess**

*'

Wren Place, Cronulla, NSW 2230
**Sehool of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University College, UNSW
Australian Defence Force Academy, Canberra 2600
The Bulletin of the AlLI'tralianAcaustical Society was established in 1972 as the regular journal of tile Society, and in 1985 its title was
changed to Acoustics Australia. Its aim has aiwllys been two-fold: to Serve as a medimn for the communication of Society activities to
members, and 10 promote the development of aooustics in Austnilia by publishing peer-reviewed articles of relevance Ie the Austrulian

Soon afterthe foITlllJl:ion <lfthe Society in 1964, it was felt that
there should be some form of regular publication to reflect
activities, bring acoustical news to the merrIDefli and act as a
vehicle for publishing articles on AustraliWi acoustical work.
Early on, Peter Knowland and John Irvine started editing a
newsletter for the NSW Division. Tn November 1971, the
Council appIOved the establishment of the Bulletin of the
Australian Acoustical Society as a replacement of the NSW
newsletter, the production to alternate between the NSW and
Victoria Divisions. So, in 1972, the Bulletin of the Australian
Acoustical Society was born, the New South Wales Division
agreeing to organise its initial production, Over the nl;Plt few
years, members of the Editorial Committee included Peter
Knowland, John Irvine, Ted Weiilon, Ferge Fricke, Richard
Heggie and Marion Burgas. In 1979, the Victoria Division
took over responsibility for the production: Robin Alfredson
was appointed as the Chief Editor followed by Rob Law in
1980 and Dan Gibson in 198\.
The Bulletin was snccessful in fulfilling i"lll aims of
publishing interesting articles based on aconstical work in
Australia, news concerning the activities of branches and
members, as well as maintaining good advertiser support The
editorial committee in Victoria performed a sterling selfpublication effort and in particular ensured a regular schedule
of three issues per year, which was all important for continued
advertising revenue. The voluntary time and work applied to
this task enabled the Bulletin to be produced with a profit
margin. There was a growing feeling, however, that there was
a need for changes in presentation and production to reflect
the growing national andintemational scope of the Society. In
1982, the production moved back to New South Wales with
Howard Pollard as Chief Editor and Marion Burgess as
Associate Editor. The new editorial team was given the
authority and additional rmance by the Council to carry out
this process.
For the first issue of Volume 10 in April 1982, Artsett
Services were commissioned to redesign and layout a newAcoustics Australia

look Bulletin. In addition to the two editors, a number of
Consulting Editors were appointed, one for each major branch
of acoustics, whose tasks included acting as referees and
coordinators of contributions for special issues on their
particular topics. To assist in the collection of news items, a
liaison offict:r was appointed in each member state, We even
had a volunteer cartoonist, Doug Cato, from RANRL, and a
columniiil, Gracmc Harding, for a new 'People' page.
In a statement of policy in the first editorial, the editor
stated: "Following the lead of previous editorial committees,
it is our intention to convert the Bulletin into a iilandard
tecbnicaljoumal. The Bulletin has a dual role to play. Firstly,
it provides an outlet fur infonnation relating to local activities
and members' peregrinations (contrary to rumour, 'Gossip'
has uot been pensioned offbut will bc included under the new
heading 'People'). Secondly, the Bulletin is available for
publishing both short and long technical articles. While
original papers will be most welcome, there is room for
informative review papers (especially in areas of interest in
Australia), discussion and tutorial papers and short papers
giving preliminary reports of investigation or research. With
the active cooperation of those who feel the urge to write (or
can be persuaded to do so) we hope to continue the process of
producing an interesting and informative journal that will be
pnmarily directed towards Australian acousticians and those
with a general interest in acoustics, but hopefully will also
present an active image to our many international subscribers,"
Mainly due to one-off expenses associated with the redesign, the cost of producing Volume \0 No.1 was
considerably more than had been estimated. After exploring a
number of alternative printing procedures, a change was made
to the Cronulla Printing Co, a family business with a
reputation for quality printing and modest costs. Right from
tbe start there was debate over our decision to use glossy cover
and paper, which many members associated with expeusive
business publications. Advertisers were happy as they were
able to plan for improved presentations. As it transpired,
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occasional satirical notes received the thumbs dowlI. It
appeared that there ",as a limited scope for humour in
acoustics. Other journals have found the sume reaction,
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ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS IN AUSTRALIA
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ar:"

A NSW PERSPECTIVE
Fergus Fricke
Department of Architectural & Design Science
University of Sydney. NSW 2006

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS?

Most historical works covering the history of acollStics start
with Pytbagol1lS although music and musical instruments were
in existence long before 600BG There is anecdotal evidence
that the study of sound in relation to buildings began before
then (the Tower of Babel and the Walls of Jericho being two

The field is fairly generally considered to cover room acoustics,
perception of sound in rooms, speech inteUigibility, the design
of rooms fur speech and music, the attenuation of sound by the
building envelope and the interior partitions in a building, structure-borne noise and building serviccs noilKl controL It obviously overlaps with such fields as noise control, vibration and
impact, acoustic measurement and analysis, psychoacoustics
and enviromnental acoustics, to name a few. As always there is
considerable overlap of designated areas of acoustics, e.g. where
does environmental acoustics end and architectural acoustics
begin? Is sound propagation in air conditioning ducts architectural or duct aooustics and is the perception of speech in real
rooms the prerogative those studying sound perception?
Architectural acoustics is commonly considered to be an art
as well as a science but this comment largely applies to the
"foom acoustics~ part of architectural acoustics. The reRllOn for
the "art", black magic etc is that there are so many criteria and
variables to COIll!ider that it becomes possiblo to treat only parts
of the subject in a scientific way. To some extent this accounts
for the interest in the subject but, despite the best efforts of many
workers, room acoustics remains shrouded in mystery.

Biblical examples and the Greek amphitheatres another).
Although these examples are not Australian and most can be
assigned to the categories of myth, legend and prehistory, it is
difficult to define what history is, what has had an effect on
architectural acoustics in Australia and even what defines
something as Australian. Hence this paper is a ''partial''
history in more ways than one
The history of acoustics in Australia probably began about
60,000 years ago, This work has survived in Koori music,
language and culture. That there was an interest in sound by
the original inhabitants is indicated in one local language
where the word for a peaceful quiet place is "ano:mbo".
As far as most architects are concerned the history of
architectural acoustics started, (and for many ended!) with
Vitruvius Pollio, the Roman architect and engineer who wrote
his ''Ten Books of Architecture" 2000 years ago. For most of
those practising arohitectural acoustics in Australia (and there
are surprisingly few architects amongst them) or elsewhere,
the subject began 100 years ago with the work of Wallace
Sabine, at Harvard University, on the relationship between the
decay rate of sound in a room and the volume of and
absorption in the room.
Although there are some notable 19th century examples of
surviving built works, such as the Great Hall at Sydney
University, there is little dating from the first half of that
century. Ross Thome, an architectural historian who worked
with Vivian Taylor nearly 50 years ago, has however
documented the history of theatres in Australia [1]. But as
there are very sketchy records of the development of theories,
ideas and practice in the 19th century the history of
arohitcctural acoustics will be mainly taken as that of the 20th
century. Even this presents considerable problems becausc a
list of the titles of publications on the Iillbject is large, the
importance of the papers difficult to assess and anyway
architectural acoustics is more than academic works, In fact
the history has very little to do with written work and, where it
does have, the written work is more often a standard or code
thana research paper.

SCOPE OF THE REVIEW
There are many ways of reviewing the significant work which
has been done in architectural and building acoustics in
Australia. One possibility is to list the papers that have been
written on the subject but just this would talre the whole of one
issue of Acoustics AllStralia and even listing the papers of just
one author on the subject would take more than the word limit
fOf this paper. What to do? One could be selective and write
about the papers that have had the greatest impact by giving the
numbers of citations but this is a boring academic exercise of
little use to anyone except bureaucrats pushing their political
masters' barrows.
Architectural acoustics is, like most subjccts, evolutionary
rather than revolutionary. It is the practitioners who develop the
subject as much or more than those who publish papers in
learned journals. The development of building techniques and
forms is greatly influenced by designs and ideas developed in
other cmmtries. How do we say what is "AllStralian" and what
isn't? If it is built here is it Australian even though the building
was designed elsewhere? If the building is built somewhere else
but the architect or acoustical eonsultant is an Australian, is the
building part of Australian architectural acoustics?

[Unrelereed Historical Issue]
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Architectural acoustics is also about teaching and learned
society activities and standards and codes and consulting.
So this is the scope of the paper, like that of many histories,
is subjectively defmed. A work such as this mmt inevitably
miss some important names and activities. What has been
attempted is to give a brief overview and go into enough detail
in a few cases to show that there is meat on the bones. What
Thave oot done is to try to cover ali aspects of the subject arui
so instrumentation, design methods, building products arui
materials and their suppliers have not been covered and nor
have matters such as plltentll. Also, only the briefest of
mentions is made of consultancies and software.
1n case it may appear that there is a Sydney bias in the paper
I would point out that there seems to be more interest in architectural acoustics in Sydney than in Melbourne OI elsewhere in
Australia. Most acoustical consultants are in Sydney for
instance. It almost seems as though the amount of interest in
acoustics is proportional to the acoustical problems enCOlDltered!

contributions at EBS, at UNSW and at ADFA. John Irvine was
responsible for some of the early work on light-weight
partitions in the CSR Acoustics Laboratory at Concord. Ernest
Benson and Neville Thiele earned international reputations for
theiroontributionsrosoundreinforeing systems.

IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS
VIVIAN TAYLOR

and the first building to be built, in tlle 18505, included the
Great Hall. The haIl seats about 500 people and was an
amazing inclusion given that the university started with about
20 students. The Great Hall was designed by Edmund Blackett
but the basis for the acoustic design, if any, is unknown (a
sobering fact for acoustical consultants!). One of the great
claims to fame of the Great Hall is that Eugene Goosens, the
conductor of the Sydney Symphony Orchestra in the middle of
the 20th century, insisted on using the Great Hall for all the
recordings he made with the orchestra. Dr Ernest 8eIlSon is
also famous fOI the PA system installed in the hall which made
speech intelligible for those over forty (and for many under
forty). He was also the designer of a sound system for the
Sydney Town Hall in the late 50s and the original
electroacoustic system in the Sydney Opera House and St
Andrews Cathedral and was a consultant for the loudspeaker
design in the new Parliament House in Canberra.

Vivian TaylOI (1894 to 1981) is the father of architectural
acoustics in Australia. He was trained as an architect, started
practising in Victoria in 1923 and at about the same time
became interested in acoustics.
He started working
professionally in acoustics in 1928 on churches and public
halls. His work on cinemas at the introduction of the ''talkies''
into Australia in 1929 is legendary [2,3]. From 1930 until
1941 his office acted as a consultant for at least 434 theatres
and public halls.
In 1931 Vivian Taylor set up a reverberation chamber in
Melbourne for the measurement of absorption coefficients of
materials. LateJ: he acted as a ooIlSllltant on many prestige buildings such as the Houses of Parliament in South Australia and
constructions such as the Circular Quay railway in Sydney. The
ABC relied on him for acoustical advice from 1940 to 1956.
The following is a very brief mention of names ofpeople
involved in architectural acoustics in Australia A few are
covered in a little more detail elsewhere in this paper. (It is
fully realised that there are many othern who deserve mention
and those mentioned deserve far more detail than there is
space in this short paper.) Arthur Nickson, Roy Muncey,
Werner Lippert, Bill Davern, Panl Dubout, Ian Dunn and John
Davy have bcen at the forefront of architectural aooustics
research at CSIRO in Mc1bornne from the late 19405.
Acoustical corumlting and standards and Acoustical Society
activities in architectural acoustics have been led by Vivian
Taylor, Gerald Riley, Ken Cook, Anita Lawrence, Peter
Knowland, and Graeme Harding. Othel: conllllitants who have
made impor1ant contributions in architectural acoustics are
Robert Fitzell (for projects such as Star City Casino and Fox
Studios), Louis Challis (in particular for Parliament House,
Canberra), Renzo Tonin, Peter Griffiths and many others. Ted
Weston, at EBS, made an outstanding contribution to
documenting the airborne transmiSllion of sound through walls
and developed a system for measuring the impact transmission
properties of walls. Marion Burgess made important
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SOME BUILDINGS OF NOTE
There is no snch thing as "perfect aooustics" even though guides
fortours of the SydncyOpcra House frequently use the term and
give anecdotal evidence about hearing pins drop on !!Iage to prove
iL What is more apt to describe the acoustics of some venues is
a phrase Sir Thomas Beecham used to describe Dame Nellie
Melba, ''uninterestinglyperfect and perfectly uninteresting". We
strive for perfection !!lid when we approach it, it disappears.
"Schadenfreude" is a term that can be applied to our feelings
about buildings as well as the misfortunes ofpeople!

GREAT HALL, UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY
The University of Sydney was the firnt university in Australia

CARCOAR COURI' HOUSE
Carcoar is a small town in Western NSW between Bathurst and
Cowra. It is a town that has been largely preserved as it was in
its heyday in the late 19th century. Not only has the courthouse survived, bnt the acoustic treatment has survived as well.
The treatment used is one that was used in the Rnyal Albert
Hall in London in the early 1900s and subsequently removed.
The acoustic treatment is miles of fine wire stretched under the
ceiling of the court!

SIDNEY MYER MUSIC BOWL
The Sidney Meyer Music Bowl in Melbourne was the first large
permanent OUtdOOI concert venue in Australia. It broke new
ground mainly becanse of the size ofthe venue and because it
needed a sound system to enable the audience on the lawns
behind the fixed seating to hear performances. Much of the
work to achieve realistic sound was undertaken at CSlRO.
Physical modelling techniques for design purposes were
developed and research undertaken into the precedence effect,
column loudspeakers and signal delays in order to ensure tlle
success of the venue.

SYDNEY OPERA HOUSE
Despite the lack of Austrn.1ian content and a not altogether
resounding success as a concert hall and opera halJ there is one
building which most practitioners mention as of prime
importance in Australian architectural aconstics history and
that is of course the Sydney Opera House. It is sometimes
mentioned as the eighth wonder of the world and must be one
of the few (if not the only) building to have an opera written
about it. This is not just because it is the best known building
10 Australia and is despite thc concert hall being severely bass
deficient and hlIving other problems and the opera hall
orchestra pit having had more consultants with less resulting
improvement than even Philharmonic Hall in New York. The
solution in the case of tile Philharmonic Hall (gut it and start
again) cannot however be contemplated at the Opera House.
Besides being notable as a sculptural masterpiece the
Opera House is also important because of the way the
acoustics we", "designed". One-tenth scale physical models
were constructed on which va. Jordan undertook evaluations
of several designs [4]. There were also Austra1ians working
on many aspects of the building. Peter Knowland was one of
those and obviously learned much from the experience of
working with two acousticians of world renown: Cremer and
Jordan. It was a time of flowering for Austra1ian architectural
acoustics.

NATIONAL ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES
The Taj Mahal of Austra1ian acoustics is the "souud shell" and
the facilities in it at the National Acoustic Laboratories
building in Chatswoocl, NSW. It is an extraordinary piece of
architectural acoustics the like of which will probably uever be
seen again. The facility isaseries of shells within ashell, built
in an area nflow backgrmmd noise and ground vibration.

ANGEL PLACE RECITAL HALL
Sydney has long lacked a good recital hall. Other venues have
been uscd with little enthusiasm either because of
unsatisfactory acoustics, limited i!eating, or uusatisfactory
backstage or front of house facLlitics. Peter Griffiths andArup
AcoUStIcs have done a fine job on the acoustics and produced
a hall that will be a benchmark for future hlIlls in Australia in
the 21st century.

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
There are wme residential buildings in Australia that are
perhaps notorious Tather than notable as far as aIChitectural
acoustics is concerned. Unfortunately, the libel laws are such
that we dare nO! menlion them and their well-known
architects. (1berc is the famous ease of a building in Canberra
which was described as "leaking like a sieve". The newspaper
and the writer of the article were successfully sued because it
was shown that the building in question had only 127 holes in
the roofwhereas an average sieve had many more. There are
several other notable examplcs including one where a
cartoonist was iINoived) It is these "failures" whieh are
probably more important than the "successes" in progressing
architectural acoustics but as mention of them has been driven
underground mistakes continne to be made. Unfortunately
Acoustics Australia

there appear to be no houses in Australia of the notoriety of
Frank Lloyd Wright's "Falling Water", which reputedly had the
occupants continually wetting their beds, and the lesson seems
to have been wellieamed (or else there is a lack of waterfalls to
build houses over).

SANIP
What will be the biggest and most expensive archit.ectunli
acoustics undertaking (and probably more expensive than all
the acoustics projects ever carried.output togelher) in Australia
is the Sydnory Aircraft Noise Insulation Program (SANIP).
Hundreds of houses and public buildings have been Il"eated.
This is an ongoing attempt at compensating residents under
flight paths for the noise to which they are Iillbjected. Tt WlIS
started. after the introduction of the Third Runway at Sydney
Airport, which was designed to not have a significant impact on
the environment. The cost of the insulation program has been
immense, even though the program has not been completed and
it is only houses in the ANEF 30 plus areas (not ANEF 20 as
suggested under AS 202J) that l\re being treated.
Overall the program appe= to have been valuable but the
attempt tn reduce the wool stockpile by using it for ceiling
insulation was a failure when the wool had to be remnved after
it became infested with beetles. Also, ventilation of many of
the iusulated buildings is unsatisfactory. Thc second biggest
architectural acoustics project iu Australia will be the
evaluation ofthe SANIP. There has been no suggestion thatthis
will be done but it must be undertaken if lessons are to be
learned and mnney well speru in future.

OTHER BUILDlNGS
Many of the cinemas, both new and old, are worthy of meution
but a reference to another of Ross Thome's books [5] will hlIve
to suffice. Theatres such as the Capitol Theatre in the
Haymarkct, the old Elizabethan Theatre in Newtown and town
halls such as thc Adelaide and Melbourne Town Halls and the
Queensland Performing Arts Centre are also worthy of note.
The Eugene Gooseru; Hall in the ABC building in Ultimo,
Sydney, deserves a mention, as it was designed. as a rehearsal
space for the Sydney Symphony Orchestra with an acoustic
similar to that of the concert hall in the Sydney Opera House.
Some restaurant guides in Australia now rate restaurants for
their acoustics. This is a significant advance and hopefully will
lead to a change from the hard rcflective surfaces now in
fashion. Ou the other hand publicans and restauranleurs know
well that the noisier a veuue is the more people eat and drink.

STANDARDS
Standards and oodes have probably helped, hindered and
distorted architectural acoustics in Australia more than any
other factor. In the early days the standards committee on
architectural acoustics was an important forum for discussions
about the standards needed and served to transfer infonnation
on the theory and practice of many subjects, as there was a wide
umge of backgroundll wnong the committee mcmbers. There
were too the seemingly endless (and sometimes pointless)
arguments over matters such as the relative merits of dB(A) as
opposed to NR.
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That there was a need for standards (and for professionals
to use them) was obvious from stories such as that of an
architect who had oonducted his own acoustic isolation test
when residents complained that they could hear the "creaking
bedsprings" in adjoining bedroolUS of a block of unit!!. The
test consisted of the architect lying on the bed in one unit
listening for the sound of his assi.tant "bouncing" on the bed
in an adjacent unit This method had the potential for being
the basis for a very popular standard, though it would have
required two people in the "source" room and tbe
standardisation of the bed activity would have presented
problems especially where multiple measurement!! were
required. The AK/4 (AV/4) oommittee chose to write a
standard based on a pink noise source ralher than red-blooded
passion!
The instigator of standards in acoustics in Australia and the
first cbainnan of the AK/4 committee on Architectural
Acoustics was Vivian Taylor. He was followed by Carolyn
Mather, Fergus Fricke and the present chainnan, Norbert
Gabriels. On the committee there were consultants such as
Peter Knowland, Gerald Riley and Graeme Harding. There
were also representatives of building materials suppliers such
as John Irvinc and Arne Parts. The government labs were
represented by the likes of Paul Duhont, Ted. Weston and Prem
Narang, while public authorities, the Australian Acoustical
Society and universities were represented by Anita Lawrence,
Marion Burgess and Ken Cook.
The AKf4 committee produced many important
measurement standards but it will probably be best known for
AS 2107 on recommended noise levels and reverberation
timcs in buildings [6] and AS 2021 on the siting and
construction of buildings around airports [7] which had its
genesis in Carolyn Mather's PhD dissertation [8]

THE BUILDING CODE OF AUSTRALIA
The late Ted Weston is credited with the introduction of the
acoustic provisions of the Building Code of Australia and its
forerunner, Ordinance 70. Ted's attitude was that it was better
to get some acoustic provisions into the building code than
have none at all. At the time their introduction was being
considered, he felt that if the proposed acoustic regulations
were too stringent then nothing on acoustics would be included
in the building code. He fell that once acoustic provisions
were included they could be upgraded later.
Deregulation/private certification, urban consolidation,
rapacious developers and inadequate acoustical requirements
in the buildiug oode requirements have given architect5,
builders, developers and acousticians a bad name in many
parts of Sydney. The situation is compounded by the problem
of doing anything retrOSpectively to reduce the sound
transmission between units or changing the BCA.

UNIVERSITmS
Tn NSW the best known universities for architectural and
building acoustics are the University of New South Wales and
the University ofSydncy. Both ofthc NSW universities acted
on the post-war recommendations of the Royal lrultitute of
British Architects: that there was a ueed for more science and
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technology in architectural education. Jack Cowan was
appointed as Professor of Archilootural Science at the
University of Sydney in 1954 and initially concentrated on
structural aspects of buildings, but soon introduced
environmental issues. At UNSW Ralph Phillips, Anita
Lawrence and others were com:erned with the envIronmental
issues of lighting and acoustics, and Anita was responsible for
the introduction of the MSc(Acoustics) degree. Early PhDs in
architectural acoustics were awarded, at the University of
Sydney in 1971 to Carolyn Mather for her work on the siting
and constructing of buildings affected by aircnlfi noise (before
that she did a :Master's dissertation on noise in office buildings
[9]), and to Laurie Hegvold, at the University of NSw, on the
acoustic modelling of audiences.
In Melbourne, RM1T with Ken Cook and Elizabeth
Lindqvist has also had an important influence on architectural
acoustics. Tho work done on the sound transmission of roofs
by Ken Cook has been of great value and there has been a long
history of undertaking consulting and testing for industry.
Mechanical Engineering Department at Monash University
started out with a superbly equipped acoustics laboratory and
the attention of Ron Barden and Cliff Stevenson. Len Koss,
Robin Alfredson and others have since undertaken work of
importance to architectural acoustics on impacts and the
vibration of structures, barriers and enclosures.
Adelaide University has a proud history of acoustics
research. While most of tllis work would not be classified 115
architectural acoustics some of the work that Dave Bies and
Colin Hansen have done on subjects such as attenuation of
sound in ducts and the coupling of structures to the acoustical
field in a room are relevant.
For a while the universities in WA developed expertise in
arehitectnra1 acoustics with Harold Marshall and his coworkers, George Dodd and Michael Barron, and later when
Harold Marshall moved to the University of Auckland, Tibor
and Derek Curruthers.

vas

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
Undoubtedly the CSIRO Division of Building, Construction
and Engineering (and its forerunner, the Division of Building
Research) was the pre-cminent research institution in
architectural acoustics. The work of Nickson, Muncey, Davern
and Duhout on absorption of air and materials, acoustical
modelling, speech intelligibility, the acceptability of late
reflections in speech and music, room acoustics, sound
reinforcement etc date back to the late 19405. The results of
their work have been published in nearly 150 CSIRO reports
and papers injoumals such as AClIStica and Journal of Sound
and Vibration, and in conference proceedings. John Davy, the
current leader of the CSlRO group, has arguably done more to
put architechlral acoustics on a sound theoretical base than
anyonc c1se in Australia.
The National Aoou~tic Laboratories has not traditionally
been involved in architectund acoustics but in recent years has
made a significant contribution to measuring the sound
transmission of walls and other building acoustics
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The Experimental Building Station that later became the
National Building Technology Centre and then, still later, part
of the CSIRO Division of Building, Construction and
Engineering, produced the authoritative work on sound
transmission [IOJ. More recently, Prem Narang has been
involved in the study ofrain noise on roofs and the insulation
of buildings against aircraft noise.

SEMINAL WRITTEN WORKS
Anita Lawrence's books, ACOUIitics in Building$, published in
1962 [11] and her later works, Architectural Acoustics [12]
and Ewironmenlal Acou.s#cJ [13] are the most important
Australian architectural acoustics monographs, while the EBS
Report4S on the transmission loss of walla by Thd Weston et
aL [10] was for many years the definitive work on wall
pcrfonmmcc. In terms of scicntific papers the jury is probably
still out and probably won't ever come baek in or give a
defmitive decision. It has alrcady been mentioned that papers
by Muncey, Nickson, Dubout, Davern, Dunn and Davy have
been published in the most prestigious acoustics joumols.
Fricke and his post-graduate students, eg Wu, NannarieHo,
Haan, Field and Mohajeri, have also published intemationaUy
in WIdely diverse areas of architectural acoustics hut their
work on assessing concert hall acoustics, the application of
neural network anolysis to acoustic problcll1'l and noise
reduction through ventilation openings will probably be seen
as their most important work. For anyone wishing to study
architectural acoustics the lecture notes and demoustrations
prepared by Densi] Cabrera for the Masters progmm in
engiueering at the University of NSW are highly
recommended.

OTHER WORK
There are some other developments that are worth mentioning.
Amongst the most important are several pieces of software
such as ENM and dBRay developed by Ren7AJ Tonin and
AutoSEA developed by Paul Bremner.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
Architectural acoustics is dying academicolly for a nwnbeJ: of
reRSOOS, the two most important ones being that it gives little
or no commercial advantage and has no strategic value. Part
of the reason for the lack ofinterest from the building industry
is that the provisions of the Building Code of Australia are so
easy to comply with. Until the BCA is changed there wiH be
little need for architectural acoustics research in an era of
research driven by commerciol necessity. Even if that
changes, the rcscarch will be more than likely undertaken by
acoustical con!!llitants, as the time-scoles that universities
work to with PhD students are too long for most commercial
interests.
Briefly, the future for architectural acoustics is mixed.
There is a crying need for better sound isolation in many
aspects of buildings and better predictions of subjective
reactions to the acoustics of spaces. But unless the acoustics
-researchers can come up with ways of building better walls,
floors, rooms etc there is little point in having architectural
acoustics academics. Sadly there are no strategic reasons for
Acoustics Australia

putting money into architeclunll acoustics and there are few
commercial ones for the reason indicated above and also
because few developers or building materials suppliers see that
they will get a comrnerciol advantage from any research in
Australia.
In fact new acousticol products are often
discouraged because, as one developer explained, "they draw
attention to noise problems".
Architects seem to feel that acoustics has little or no place
in a School of Architecture and, perhaps because of
''Architecture'' in the title, few other university departments
seem to consider it as important. It is therefore left to the odd
institotion to carry the architectural acoustics torch. One such
institotion is the Acoustics Research Centre at Auckland
University, but even Ibm august institution is m risk from the
eronomic ratiollalism broom that is cleaning out universities.
There appears to be a reduction in the number of people
working in architectural acoustics research and education and
an increasing nwnber working as consultants in Australia.
Unless architectural acoustics continues to develop it will not
survive. The future of architectural acoustics is not bleak, but
it can hardly be said to be bright as the past.
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A VICTORIAN PERSPECTIVE
C. Louis Fouvy
241 Cotham Road, Kew, Vic 3101

In Victoria, also, there has been much activity in the field of
architectural acoustics since the early 19208. In this brief

article, the emphasis will be on the activities of earlier
workers, particularly those of H. Vivian Taylor, MBE,
LFRAIA, FAAS (1894--1981), architect-acoustician, and of
the CSTRO Division of Building Research, Highett, Vic and
its team of acoustics researchers. While these, and more
recent activities, are to be described in greater detail in a
forthcoming account of acoustical work in Victoria, an
ouilinewill be given here.
H Vivian Taylor was one of the 20th century's early
acousticians in Victoria. By 1923, when his interest in
acoustics began, he had been admitted as an Associate to the
Royal Victorian Institute of Archite>:ls and was registered
and practising as an architect in Vieroria, a practice subsequently e~tended to New South Wales. Tn 1931 he became a
member of the Acoustical Society of America (founded in
1929), and was a foundation member of the Victorian
Acoustical Society (1964), and first president of the AAS at
its incorporation in 1971
As architect and acoustician his earlier projects included
some 55 churches, public halls, and industrial buildings
With the arrival of sound films ('talkies'), his projects after
1927 included at least 400 cinemas (many Hoyts), some as
existing auditoriums whose acoustics he greatly improved,
and some new, such as the Regal, Hartwell, and the 'new'
Rivoli, Camberwell Junction, opened on II October 1940 and
regarded in its day as a most modern cinema, complete with
Crying Room for separating parents with young children
from the rest of the audience [1]. He also deRigned public
buildings throughout Australia, the SA Parliament House,
ABC broadcasting studios in all states (including the original
studios at William and Lonsdale SIs corner, Melbourne), and,
during World War II, the Pagewood, NSW film studios, and,
for the Australian Dept of Aircraft Production and the US Air
Force, the stlcncmg of the aero engine test cells for the SW
Pacifiearea..
Wheu Vivian Taylor began his acoustical wurk, Wallace
Clement Sabine's (1868,1919) compreheusive Collected
Papers on ACO!L<tiC8 [2J were amongst the few then available
texts on architer:turalacoustics; the JOItfFU/[ of the Acoustical
Sceiery of America became available after 1929, with F R
Watson's "Reverberation equation" [3], Vern 0 Knudsen's
"Hearing ofspccch in auditoriums" [4], Walter A MacNair's
"Optimum reverberation time for auditoriums" [5] and similar
articles being published soon afterwards.
From these he learned not only of the influence of the
reverberation time of a room or auditorium on the clarity and
intelligibility of speech or music performed in them, and of
ways of modifying this time to obtain its optimum for speech
or music by introducing sound absorbent material to reduce
exces.sive reverberation, but also of using appropriate materials for studios' and music rooms' walls, ceilings and floors as
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acoustic bamers to minimize the entry of unwanted sound from
adjacent areas. A further development in obtaining optimum
reverberation times aro~e from taking account of the average
octave frequency spectra of speech and music sources, and,
from these, developing a reverberation time VB frequency band
characteristic such that, with corresponding acoustic absorption, all frequency components of the sound source would die
away to inaudibility at the same moment
In applying this experience he WIll$. able to design the interiors of cinemas, hroadcasting studios, and auditoriums for
speech and music to obtain good acoustics, through having
shorter reverberation times (around 0.5 to LOs depending on
room volume) for intelligible speech in cmetnas and studios,
and longer times up to 2.0s in studios and auditoriums for
music. Because a single microphone is analogous to monaurallistening, he found it important for broadcasting studios and
other rooms to use lower reverberation times than for binaural
listening conditions, and to eliminate all extraneous noise.
These design procedures are described in detail in hi. 1938
Convention paper on "A new approaJ:;b to architectural
acolIBtic design" [6].
Because, in the late 1920s there was little information available about the acoustic properties of materials, he ohtained the
use of an office suite in 1931 for use as a reverberation room
for assessing the properties of the acoustics materials then
available [7].
As an acoustical consultant, Vivian Taylor also wurkcd on
community and other noise problems, with then current noise
SOUI<oes as varied as entertainment, industrial wulertakings,
mechanical plant, office machines, traffic and transportation.
Where noise cannot be further reduced at its source, he argued
that some form of noise zoning is uecessary to preserve the
acoustic amenity ofan area or neighborhood. When the possibility of noise nuisance is taken account of and included at the
design and construction stages of a project or piece of equipment, the resulting cost is considentbly less than the "staggering cost~ of subsequent Temedial work. Noise zoning within a
multi-dwelling or multi-use building is a matter of intelligeut
and proper planning and design; noise zoning within a multiland use neighborhood needs an effective land use zoning ordinance. The 1957 Chicago Zoning Ordinance he considered to
be "realistic, satisfactory and capable of enforcement" because
it delineated and classified residential, business, commercial
and industrial districts, and stipulated the permitted ma.....imum
octave band noise levels in decibels, as measured at the points
ofinteresl at zone/district boundaries [8].
His two available Convention/Conference Papers are those
to the 1938 World Radio Convention, Sydney, ou his ''New
Approach to Mhitecturnl Acoustic Design" [6], and to the
1971 AAS Noise Zoning Conference, Warburton, Vic on ''The
Economics of Noise Zoning" [8]. He was indeed a man of
industry and imagination.
When in 1944 Ian Langlands was appointed CSIRO
Officer-in-charge (from 1950 Division Chief) of Building
Research he subsequently established an acoustics research
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group comprising Roy (later Or) Muncey (from 1946), Arthur
Nickson (1949), Werner Lippert (1950), Paul Duhout (1951)
and Bill Davern (1957). As shown by their published papers,
they embarked on an e:densive research program into
important aspects of architectural acoll8tics involving a
judicious combination of pure and applied researt:h.
Seven distinct aspects of this program can be identified :
the acoustic properties of boundaries, acoustic models, room
acoustics, sound amplification in auditoriums, miscellaneous
building acoustics, community and othm- noise problems, and
on the propagation of sound in air, ducts, etc. These CSIRO
researches, largely based as they were on that of previous
researchers, were a combination of both a review and
conrrrmation of the earlier work under CSIRO laboratory
conditions, and an extension of their conclusions into new
areas. By 1960, this group had produced 40 research papers
and reports.
Research into the acoustic properties of boundarics was
\Uldertaken because there were few data available on the
absorption coefficients of the acoustic materials of that time.
It was fin;t concluded that coefficients should be calculated
from measurements of the Specific Acoustic Impedance of
eachmatcrial. From earlier rcsearch there were eight methods
then possible, of which the Transmission-Characteristic
method was initially selected, and for which six carefully
proportioned rectangular chambers were constructed having
greatest chamber dimensions of 1.73, 0.864, 0.432, 0.216,
0.108 and 0.054m, for frequencies from 100 to 5000Hz, and
normal and other angles of incidence [9]. With this
equipment, specific acoustic impedances of materials either in
situ or as samples could be measured. It was not until 1953
that an acoUStiC impedance tube was built for measuring the
impedance of sound-absorbing material samples [10],
including perforated facings backed with porous materials,
with or without an intervening air 8pace [11]. These latter
were found to be very adaptable in that they could be designed
for narrower or broader :frequency band absorption
characteristics, with maximum absorption coefficients around
0.9, and as high as 0.6 at 200Hz.
In 1950, the possibility of using architectural acoustic
models for simulating room acoustics dated back to at least
1914, when W C Sabine did so as described in his paper (no.
7) on "Tbeatre AC(l1l8tics" [21. However, much remained to be
discovered. On the basis that the use of models (eg, around
one-tenth full size) offered ''tremendous possibilities for
elucidating acoustic pbenomena, for testing the acoustics of a
new auditorium before its erection, and for making Iabomtory
experiments and measurements", Roy Muncey et ai, over a
period of 6 years, demonstrated that a scale model of a room,
with suitable bounding surfaces and interior atmospheric
conditions, could, with accuracy to 0.05%, reproduce to scale
thc acoustical properties of the room. The overall "accuracy
attained corresponded with the accuracy with which the
surfaces were matched, and was considerably greater than that
of the relation of objective testing and subjective
impressions." [12)
Alongside the researcb on acoustic models, Roy Muncey,
Arthur Nickson and Paul Dubout investigated several aspects

of room acoustics, including auditorium reverberation times,
listeners' judgments on room acoustics, and the degree to
which listeners to speech or music were disturbed by echoes.
With both speech and music echoes, they confirmed the "Haas
effect" that an echo was not disturbing if it arrived within 30 to
50 ms of the initial sound, even if IOdB louder, an effect
important both in the acoustic quality of auditoriums and in
sound reinforcement [13].
Roy MlIDcey's and Arthur Nickson's work on sound
amplification and reinforcement in auditoriums proceeded
along two main lines, depending on whether or not the
amplified sound as heard was later than the initial SOWld, and
on the other characteristic of the Haas effect that the sound
would appear to come from its source, bowever weak, as long
as the amplified sound was heard just after !he original. For the
Melbourne Exhibition Building and medium size auditoriums
and church interiors, a sound reinforcement system was found
satisfactory provided that the loudspeakers (of a special column
design to give maximum lateral and minimum vertical sound
dispersion) were further away from listeners than the source.
For large spaces such as the Myer Music Bowl, with the column
loudspeakers placed close to the mort: distant listeners, suitable
delays (to ca. Is), calculated to use the Haas effect and simulate
reverberation, were required. These delays were initially
obtained through a magnetic tape recorder with continuous tape
loop, later through other electronic means [14].
Researches into miscellaneous aspects of building acoustics
were carried out to solve particular noise problems. Werner
Lippert, in a paper on the latest developments [15], gWt an
account of the then current standards available, and the W{lrk
done on designing walls and inter-floor partitions with
improved sound insulation for multi-unit dwellings. Paul
Duhout [16] descnlJed work done in predicting and reducing
the interior noise levels from rain falling on metal roofing
Their noise reduction work covercd many aspects of both
community and machine noise. In response to a request from
the Melbourne City Council, an early noise problem wmked on
by CSIRO DBR staff was that of noise in the Degraves St
subway, now Campbell Arcade, from trams in Binders St
lWerhead. The problem arose through the M&MTB reconstructing the tram track in solid concrete in intimate contact
with the subway structure, without thought of the noise that
wheel-on-rail vibmtioll would cause in thc subway. Against
ambient noise levels of 65-70 dB(C) or 56--61 dB(A), tram
noise levels in the subway were 85-102 dB(C) or 79-96 dB(A).
The problem was remedied, and tram noise reduced by 13 to 15
dB, by spraYIng a vibration dampening rubber-basod layer on
subway duct work, dlsconnecting the shop walls from the
ceiling slab, suspending the shop ceilings from these walls, and
reducing the reverberation time in the subway to O.5s [17].
If the tnnn rails had, instead, been supported on 20 mm deep
longitudinally-fluted natural-rubber rail pads (of 40 lRH) and
otherwise vibration-isolated from their concrete roadway (as
currently over the Museum station concourse under LaTrobe
SI) the noise problem would not have occurred, for the vibration
interu;ity 1n the slab would then have been reduced to one-tenth.
This case illustrates a problem with which acousticians are
continually faced, in that arcbitectura1, engineering and other
Vol. 28 (2000) No.3 - 95

dt:~ignen; too often fail, and sometimes even refuse, to take
account of the acoustical and vibration implications of their
designs , with the result that subsequent remedial work has to
be undertaken, which invariably tum~ oul to k significantly
more costly than if noise and vibration reducti<m mea'ures had
been originally incorporated in the project or equipment
""hilc all CSIRO DBR acoustics staff were invo lved at one
time or another in researches into the propagation of sound in
air, ducls, filters, etc, ao investigations supporting their other
reso:arches, much of it was described and recorded by WeffiCr
Lippert, who, between 1954 and 1965, published I S papers,
11 in Acusrica, Typi cal of these is his work on wavc
tran:;mis>ion around bends in rectangular duets LI8 J,
Th e acou;tical work of Vivian Taylor and of thc CSIRO
DRR has been bri efly described here because il has fonned
the basis of much continuing acoustical work, nOi only in
architectural acolIStics, but in the many aspects of noiStl and
vibration measurement and reduction, It is only fOr reasons of
space limitation here that the work of other Victorian
acousticians, and groups such as at lhe Australian Acoustical
Labora tory, Monash University, the PMG (later Telecom , now
Tc1stra) Research Laboralories, R!;flT, and of the numerous
earlier and mon;: recenl acowslieal consultants cannot be
included h~re. H()wo:v~r, acwunts of,ome of their work call
be found in AAS Conference Proceedings from 1968
onwards, and, from 1973, in th ~ AAS Bulletin and its
successor /Tom 19);4, Acoustic,~ Ausrralia ,

11. \VA Davern, "Perforated facinss back~d with powu. malc';al.
a.. sound absomeT'!;---1ln expcritn<1ltal stuUY" Appli~d Acoustics
to ,85(112(1977)
12, A.F.B. Nickson, and RW. Muncey, "Some experiments in a
room aDd its acoustic model" Acustica 6, 295- 302 (J956),
13. R,W Mun""y and AI',B. Kickson, "The listener and room
aoouslics".l.<;.!urulV,br J(2),14 1-147(1%4),
14. R,W, .Muncey and A.F.B. Nickson, "Sound reinforcement at the
Sidney Myer Music Bowl, Melbourne" Ac.,stica 10, &O---M
(1960)
15. WK.R , Lippert, "I..are, [ development. in coaluatiJ1g buildill{l
acoustics" Au". !lui/ding Sdell,-," & Techno/v;,.", 17-24 (May
1956)
16, p, Duhon\, "The sotmd of ra in on a Sleel roof~ J. Sound Vibr.
10(1), 144--150(1%9),
17. R.W Muncey and A,r ,ll. Nid<iOl1 , Aco",,-lic /rvulmCni uf the
[k'gmve< '<;1 .,.,b"ll)-', Melbourne, Au.<1. CSIRO DBR Report,
1956,pp. I- II
18, W,K,R, Lippert, "Wave tran,mi"ion around bends of different
anglcs in rectangu lar ducts" Acustica 5, 274-218 (1955)
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Aco ustics Australia

A HISTORY OF MUSICAL ACOUSTICS
RESEARCH IN AUSTRALIA
Neville Fletcher
Resel.rch School of Physical Sciences and Engineering
Aulltralian National Univenity, Canberra 0200
Mu..ical instrument making ha. a long hiBtoty in Austmlia and continues to flQUri.h and produce i!l11 ovatiQltS Re8elrchinmusical
acoustics h.. a much shorter history, but here too Austtalian Ie. .archers continue 10 make an impact. Most oflbe.. people began their
re=ch in other areas of physics, and continue to pursue Ihese interests along with acoustics"

It is a little difficult to define precisely the scope of the field
ofmuskal acollStiC$. II could be taken to include everything
from the design of concert halls, through the physics of
musical instruments, to the psychophysics of musical
perception and to musicology. For the purposes of this
historical review, 1 will limit myself to recording my
perceptions and memories of the development of research into
instrument~, and closely related
topics. Even this field is large, and ranges from a study of the
traditional instruments of the Australian Aboriginal people,
through conventional Westemmusical instruments, to modern
electronic means of music generation. It is unlikely that my
survey will be complete, and for this I apologise in advance.
With one exception, there has been little but informal
interaction between the researchers involved in this field. The
notable exception was the International Symposinm on
Musical Acoustics, held in Wollongong in 1980 as an adjunct
to the Sydney International Congress on ACOUlltics. This was
a most SIlCCessful occasion

the acoustics of musical

RESEARCH GROUPS
Musical acoustics is not a large-scale study and does not
require particularly expensive equipment. For this reason
research has mostly been carried on in university physics
departments by individual staff members working with just a
few students, rather than by larger groups. A brief survey
traces the history of those groups of which I am aware. Many
music departments have had related musicological interests,
but for the most part these have not ventured very far into the
realmofacoustics
Perhaps the first group was my own, established in 1972 in
the Physics Department of the University of New England as
an adjunct to my then main interest in solid-state physics. The
emphasis of the group was on nonlinear phenomena in
musical acoustics, with applications firstly to wiud
instruments and then to strings, gongs, and cymbals. Four
students completed PhD degrees during the 10-year life of the
group, and members continued to do at least some work in the
field in later years. producing three books [1-31 andsome fifty
journal papersbetwecn them.
Another group with a longer lifespan was developed by
Gordon Troup in the Physics Department of Monash
University, again initially as an adjunct to his principal
research in solid-state physics. The emphasis of this group
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has been on the role of the vocal tract in wind instrument
performance [4], and more recently on some aspects of vocal
performance, and several PhD degrees have been completed in
these fields. Throughout its history, this group has been
closely related to the Melba Conservatorium of Music.
Musical acoustics in the University of New South Wale~
began with thc work: of Howard Pollard on !he acoustic
analysis of pipe organ sounds [5,6]. Since Howard's
retirement, Joe Wolfe and John Smith have established a very
active musical acoustics group with a fwus on the real-time
measurement of acoustic impedance, both for wind
instruments such as the flute and also for the vocal tract [7]
A novel measurement system has been developed for this
purpose [8]. Some work is also in progress on guitars, and
also on musical perception by people fitted with cochlear
implant hearing devices. The group has continuing a
involvement with French researchers through visits by
students. Once again, the researchers also have had other
interests, in this casc in cryobiology.
At Sydney University there are several gl"oups with
interests bordering on the area of this review. Fergus Fricloo in
the Department of Architectural Selenc" has supervised
projects on organ-pipe acoustics, as well as having a major
interest in concert-hall acoustics, and Ian Johnston in the
Department of Physics has an involvement in musical
acoustics from a rather general viewpoint [9].
A
comparatively new development is the National Voice Centre
under the leadership of Pam Davis, who is a physiologist
rather than a physicist. As its:name suggests, the main focus
of the Centre is on voeal technique, but research has al&O been
carried out on the vocal tract in relation to flute perfonnance.
LaTrobe University also had a small musical acoustics
group led by Tony Lee and with primary interests in the
acoustics of the piano [10]. while the Department ofIntexiOI
Design at RMlT currently has work in progress on several
experimental musical instruments. and Hans Gottlieb leads a
small group at Griffith University.
Finally. mention should be made of various musical
instrument builders who have also contributed to acoustic
understanding and innovation, some in quite major ways. I
shall return to these people in later sectioll8 of this paper.
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ABORIGINAL INSTRUMENTS
Most important among the musical instruments of the
Australian Aboriginal people is the didjeridll (more often spelt
didgeridoo and actually called a yiraki by the Aboriginal
people). This is simply a tube, typically about L5 m long and
with internal diameter flaring from about 30 mm at the
blowing end to 40(00 mm at the open end in a more-or-Iess
conical fashion. The didjeridu tube is almost a "found"
object, since it is fonned by the activities oftennites eating the
cores of young Eucalypt trees, most of the hand-work being
devoted to smoothing and painting the exterior. It is played by
lip excitation in the same way as the tuba, combined with
"circular breathing" to produce a continuous sounIL Although
the didjcridu has only two notes, one a drone at about 70 Hz
and the other the second mode of the pipe, typically at a little
below 200 Hz depending upon the flare, skilled players can
produce a multitude ofslartling effects by combined sounding
of the drone and various vocal noises. Even the timbre of the
drone can be substantially modified by changing the
configuration of the vocal tract. The acoustics of the
instrument have been well studied, but there remain many
questions about performance technique [II].
Lloyd
Hollenberg from the School of Physics at Melbourne
University has a continuing interest in this subject
Anothcr family ofinstrumenls of current interest is that of
"torsional acrophoncs." The kuma1ja, generally called a
"bull-roarer" by Europeans, is the most audibly spectacular. It
is a simple, nearly fiat, elongated elliptical wooden plate fixed
by one end to a long string and whirled circularly by thc
player. The strip rotates continuously about its long axis in
onc direction for several seconds, producing a low-pitchcd
roar with a decreasing frequency, then SlopS and reverses
direction to repeat the process. The other instrumcnt is the
"gum-leaf" which is a simple leaf strip placed between two
thumbs and blown to produce a rather piereing sound with a
pitch that can be controlled by the longitudinal tension. In
both cases, the operation depeuds upon non-steady
aerodynamic flow and the associated lift and torque forces.
This is being studied by Alex Tamopolsky and the present
author in the School of Aerospace and Mechanical
Engineering at ADfA.
The Aborigines also have a few percussion instruments, in
particular pairs of shori wooden cylinders with pointed ends,
or even pairs of boomerangs, that are clapped together to
produce a rhythmic accompaniment to didjeridu sound. The
acoustics in this case is straightforward, but there is
considerable interest in the properties of the wood used.

EUROPEAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Pipe Organfi
Australia has a wealth of historic pipe organs, mostly imported
from England at the end of last century. Graeme Rushworth
has publishcd a survey of those located in New South Wales
[12} which also identifies Australian builders, and there are
many equally distinguished organs in other states. One of the
most notable instrumcnts is the Sydney Town Hall organ, buill
by William Hill of London in 1890, at which time it was the
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largest pipe organ in the world. It has been maintained
unaltered, except for replacement of the hydraulic bellows by
an electrically operated wind supply, and wus recently
renovated to original condition. One of lts notable features is
a full-length 64-foot pedal reed stop (contra-trombone) with a
fundamental of 8 Hz for the lowest notc. The pipes of this
rank are of wood, quasi-conical but with square section, and
the few longest ones are necessarily mitred to fit within the
height of the hall.
Much more recent is the Sydney Opera House organ,
designed and built by Ron Sharp of Sydney [13]. It is a fivemanual instrument with complete mechanical (tracker) action,
supplemented by electric couplers and computer-controlled
stop selection. At the timc of its construction it was the largest
tracker-action organ in the world, and it contains many
technical innovations. There are several other Australian
organ builders who have produced, and continue to produce,
iustruments of excellent quality and fme design. Research on
pipe organ sounds has been carried out by Howard Pollard at
UNSW [5] and on more physically b3JIed acoustics by
Suszanne Thwaites and rnyselfat New England [14].
Pianos, Harpsichords, ere.
At oue time, Australia had several piano mauufacturers
building 'nstrument& for the domestic market, some notable
names being Paling and Beale. These operations have long
since ceased because of competition from imports, but a
remarkable renaissance of piano building has been initiated by
Wayne Stuart, now at the Newcastle Conservatorium. His
piano is a concert grand that competes with the great
international names such as Steinway and Yamaha, and is
recently receiving considerable attention from its use by
Gerard Willems to record the complete Beethoven pi!UlO
sonatas. The Stuart piano has several innovatious in design:
the keyboard is a full 8 octaves and extends down to Fl instead
of the usual At, there is an extra pedal to allow a different
stylc of doke playing, and the strings are clamped 10 the
bridge in a novel manner using an agraffe so that they do not
make the slightly zig-zag path typical of other instnnnents.
Bob Anderssen of CSIRO is collaborating with the
manufacturer to better understand the acoustics of thc
instrument
Harpsichords and clavichord~ ar<: also built by several
Australians in various parts of the country, Tn such
instruments, tradition is lmportant, and design innovations
unlikely to be welcomc, though Bill Bright decorates the lids
of his instruments with Australian rather than the typical
Europcan scenes! A few papers on the acoustics of
harpsichords and clavichords were published by the New
England group about 20 years ago [15]. There are also
Australian builders of less common instnnnents such as
dulcimers, among whnm Gillian Alcock of Canberra is
notable and also has a coucern for the basic acoustics of the
instrument
Gnitan
Thc story of guitar building in Australia is a very interesting
one, with solid acoustical underpinnings. In the classicalmusic scene, most guitars are about the same size and differ

primarily in the bracing pattern underneath !he soundboard.
There is a bass instrument among electric guitars, but "We do
not consider this further here.
There have been innovations within this tradition through
the use of Australi!m wood for some instruments and, more
signiflcantly, through the introduction by Greg Smallman of
light-weight graphite-epox.y bracing, which has proved
popular with perfonners. The gre<rtest innovation, however,
has been the development by Graham Caldersmith of a fourmember family of guitars of different sizes [16], following the
pattern established 1ll the United States by Carleen Hutchins in
her development of the eight-member "New Violin Family."
The essence of designing mch a family was to take a
standard guitar as model and then, by appropriate scaling and
rc-dcsign of body size, soundboard design, etc, to produce
larger or smaller instruments with body resonances and cavity
resonances appropriately matched to their different pitch. The
result was a family of four inlltruments, scaled up or down in
musical intervals of a fourth or a fifth, with one instrument
(treble) smaller than the conventional guitar (which is the
tenor in the quartet), and two larger instruments (baritone and
bass). The result is very successful and has been used
extensively in recordings made by the ABC of the Canberra
School of Music group Guitar Trek [17].
Bowed_String Instruments
Australian luthiers have been active in violin making for at
lest;! a century, one of the founding fathers of the tradition
being A.E. Smith of Sydney. Now there are many makers all
around the country, some building by the traditions handed
down from thcir teachers, some having studied in European
violin-making schools, and some, like Graham Caldersmith,
following the new scientific tradition established by Carleen
Hutchins, in which vibration modes of the violin body are
measured and then modified by careful shaving of the wood to
approxlmate (or, if desired, differ from) corresponding modes
measured on violins by Stradivarius, Amati, and other gre<rt
makers. Thc same approaches can be followed for violas and
cellos.
There has also been innovation in using Australian woods
for crafting the instrwnents and in careful study of the physics
involved [18]. It is necessary to UBe a light-weight straightgrained highly anisotropic timber for the top plate, and ''King
Billy" pine has been found to be suitable. The choices are
larger for the ribs and back plate. Some fme instruments have
been made by Graham Caldersmith and others but, as is to be
expected, the tonal balance is rather different from that found
for traditional timbers, if only because the high-frequency
damping is different. Preference is a very individllal matter
among performers.
b far as I am aware, there has been little or no research
carried on in Australia on the dynamics of bowed strings, on
radiation transfer functions, or on computer simulation of
bowed-string response, all of which are active research areas
ReoordersandFlutes
The recorder is now a popular instrwnent among both amateur
and professional musicians. Australia has a good record in
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research on the basic acoustics of the instrument and on
performance technique [2,19], as "Well as in the collection of
measurements of instruments by famous makers of the past
[20]. Even greater is the reputation created by Fred Morgan
of Victoria, whose instruments were prized by top players
from around the world. T.ragically, Fred was killed in a motor
accident not long ago.
Study of flute acoUBtics was also undertaken by the New
England group and is now being carried on by Joe Wolfe's
group at the University ofNSW. While the passive acoustics
of the flute tube is simple in principle, there are many subtle
offects of bore and tonehole configuration that affect tuning
and tone quality. The mechanism of tone production by the air
jct from the player's lips, however, still presents many
unanswered questions, though the basic operation is quitc well
understood.
In relation to manufacture, we must distinguish between
two types of flute: the tapered wooden flute with few, if any,
keys that was II.'led in classical times and survives in both
early-music and folk groups, and the Boehm design of silver
flute, with a cyliudrical bore and sophisticated key system,
which dates from the middle of the nineteenth century. Both
have exceUent makers around the C<Juntry, such as Terry
McGee of Canberra, who specialises in wooden flutes for Irish
folk music but also makes flutes to classical deslgn, and Mark
O'Connor of Sydney who carries on the work begun by John
Lehner, both having spent time with the Powell company of
Boston. Both Terry and Mark collaborate with Joe Wolfc's
group at UNSW. In addition, there are individuals specialising
inthecraftingofhead-joints,whicharethemostcriticaland
individllal parts of the flute. The fact that many distinguished
Australian flute players use head-joints made iu Australia on
flutes built overseas attests to the quality of the local product.
Reed Woodwinds
Oboes, clarinets, bassoons and saxophones are very little
made in Australia for various reasons. The demand is small,
except in the case of clarinets, and crafting the instruments is
difficult. On the other hand, there is the opportunity to UBe
Australian timbers, which, though scarcely affecting tone
quality, can give a fine appearance and durability to the
instrument. An example is the use of mulga wood and goldplated kcywork on the oboes made by Tom Sparkes of Sydoey.
Mention has already been made of the work of Gordon
Troup's group on the importance of vocal-tract configuration
in inrrtrwnent perfonnance, and R.B. Johnston of that group
has also examined the acoustics of the harmonica [21]. Some
fundamental work on vibrating-reed valves was also done by
the New England group and has now been extended by Alex
Tarnopolsky and mysclfatADFA. Nothing ofdirect relevance
to reed woodwind performance is expected from this work,
however.
Brass Instruments
b far as I am aware, brass instruments are not manufactured
in Australia, and there has been little research on their
acoll;Stios, thcugh this has been an active area overseas. The
one exception is that of brass-instrument performance
technique, in which the physiological stresses can be very
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high, leading to difficulties for the player, particularly in the
high registeJ: of a trumpet. One significant study on this
subject has been published recently [22].
PeI'CUllsion Instruments
The variety of percussion instruments is very large, since the
category includes bells, gongs, cymbals and drumlI, as well as
numerous specialist items such as CWltanets, tambourines, etc.
Many oftheSt: can be made with little specialist equipment, so
that amateur makers are plentiful. In addition, there are many
experimental designs that ean be tried out, and many nicc
possible theoretical investigations.
One of the most interesting investigations of drum design
was that of Hans Gottlieb and Hubert Acbischer of Griffrth
University. In a series of theoretical studies of the vibrational
properties of an annular membrane, tbey gradually devised an
arurular kettledrum with a largely barmonic spectrum, and
thus a greatly improved tonality [23]. Such an annular drum
bears some relation to the Indian drumlI investigated by C.Y.
Raman, but advances the design and the technology. So far
there has been no musical exploitation of this development
that I am aware of.
Bells fur churches and carillons have mostly been
imported into Australia, but for a considerable time Hervey
Hagol of Adelaide has been designing and casting his own
bells for special purposes [24]. While the basic design of a
belJ determines the genemllocation of its mode frequencies,
the extent to which these can be tuned to a pleasant and
harmonic sound when two or more bells are sounded
simultaneously depends upon fme details. An excellent
survey of bens in Australia has been published by John
Keating [25J.
A new type of tuned percussion instrument has come from
the work of Sydney composer Moya Henderson and her
scientific collaborators. Her imtial idea was to make an
instrument consisting of tuned stcel triangles (of the orchcstral
type) cormected to tubular resonators to enhance the low
partials of the sound. The result was an impressive instrument
with a range of about two octaves that she called the alemba
[26]. Critical listening, however, led to dissatisfaction with
the frequency allgnment of some of the partials, and it WllS not
pos~ible to correct this because of the small number of
geometrical parameters available in a symmetrical triangle
Modifying the triangle to a pentangle introduced more
geometrical parameters and allowed as many as five partials to
be tuned to harmonic relationship, including a minor third to
give an appropriately bell-like sound [27].
The behaviour of gongs and cymbals was investigated. [28]
by Katherine Legge of the New England group, now at
LaTrobe University, Bendigo, from a rather fundamental
viewpoint, the interest being in nonlinear behaviour and the
transition to chaotic oscillation. Insight was obtained into the
phenomena ofpiteh glide in Chinese opera gongs, the "crash"
of cymbals, and the impressive sound of the Chinese tam-tam.
Other work on the design and analysis of gongs ofthc gamelan
type has been done by Neil McLachlan ofRMIT [29].
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Electronic Instruments
The development of electronic instruments in Australia goes
back to the time of Percy Grainger in the 1930s. He built a
synthesiser using cut-out cardboard shapes on a travelling belt
to control the frequency of an oscillator, and this instrument
can still be seen in the Grainger Museum at Melbourne
University.
More recent and much more successful has been the
development of the Fairlight synthesiser by PeteJ: Vogel and
Kim Ryrie in Sydney during the 1970s, This instrument was
remarkable for its versatility, allowing the use of both sampled
natural sounds and also synthetie sounds, with the possibility
of detailed editing of spectra, attack and decay transients, etc.
The Fairlight was the instrument of choice for many
performers around the world, and was used to provide
background music for such prestigious films as ''The last
Emperor". The company now produces a wide range of
professional audio and video equipment
Another notable Australian achievment relevant to musical
acoustics is the development by LakeDSP in Sydney of
sophisticated signal-processing software to produce sunoundsound and to simulate a variety of acoustic ellVironments.
These developments are likely to play an increasing role in
music reproduction
Electronic music now features in the activities of most
university music departments, and it would be invidious to list
just a few. One approach that is gaining popularity both here
and overseas is the mathematical simulation of actual physical
systems, such as struck metal plates for example, which can
then be extended to immell8e size or otherwise modified and
their sound output computed and recorded. The possibilities
are unlimited, but convincing results depend upon physical
understanding of the systems being simUlated.

CONCLUSION
It has proved impossible in the brief compass of this articlc to
give more than passing attention to the many intercsting
research studies and practical developments that have
occurred in musical acoustics in Australia in the past quartcrcentury. I hope, however, that I have adequately reflected a
wide and thriving enterprise, and that those whose work has
been omitted will forgive my ignorance.
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30-PLUS YEARS OF COMMUNITY NOISE
STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS IN
AUSTRALIA
Ani.ta Lawrence
PO

BOll

78, Wahruonga, NSW 2076

This is basically a personal reminiscence, chiefly recalling the early dcvclofll11ent of commwrity noille standards and regulations in
Au<;tnilia, and particularly in New South Wales

One of the world's first major studies of community noise
resulted in the publication of the "Wilson Report" in England
in 1963. It was a grid-based study afthe noise environment in
central London and it found that at 80"10 of the locations, road
traffic was the predominant noise 80=.
I quoted this report in a paper presented to the Third
Australian Building Research Congress in 1967, and
suggested that the noise emitted by individual vehicles should
be oontro!led by the State registration authorities; aircmft
noise should be the responsibility orlbe Federal government;
otber external noise should be dealt with by town-planning
land-use zoning and that control of noise within buildings
should be by means of a National Code of Practice. To some
extent this is the way in which community noise controls have
developed.
Standards Association of Australia formed an Acoustics
Standards Committee in 1968. It had the task of overseeing
the constitution and programmes of the various acoustic
standards technical committees. I thought that 11 served a very
useful purpose, but it has been disbanded and now the
technical committees r<:port to the Environment, Materials and
Consumer Standards Board, which has oversight of all
standards except those dealifl& with electrical and building
matters. My concern is not just the lack of specific acoustic
expertise ofmost of the members of this board, which may
need to adjudicate on technical matters, but that there may be
some areas of acoustical standardisation which arc not being
addressed.
At its 1968 meeting reports were presented by Committee
AKll Terms, Units and Symbols which had a draft standard
nearly ready for public review; AK/2 Instrumentation and
Techniques for Measurement was at a preliminary stage and
Committee AKI3 Bioacoustics and Psychoacoustics was
divided into two subcommittees, AK/3.1 Hearing
Conservation and AK/3.2 Community Noise.
I was asked to chair AK/3.2 and the fIrst meeting was held
in May 1969 at the University of New South Wales. The
Secretary (as they were then called) was R.D. Mearns, who
proved to be an excellent ''networker''. Work commenced on
the drafting of a standard on ''Noise Assessment with respect
to Annoyance in Residential Areas". By the third meeting in
March 1970 AK/S became a fully fledged technical
committee. At this meeting it considered a draft standard
Acoustics Australia

prepared by a working group on the measurement of noise
from motor vehicles. This included a simplified roadside
statiouary test and more comprehCl1Jlivc moving vehicle tests
In 1973 the first edition of AS10SS Noise ~ment in
Residential Areas was published. The metbod of assessment
was to compare the (adjusted) measured noise level with the
"acceptablen noise level of 40 dB(A), adjusted fortime of day
and type of district. lithe ambient (background) noise level
was lower than the calculated acceptable level, the ambient
noise level became the criterion. The measurements were
made with a sound level meter set on Fast response and A,
weighting. The expected public reaction to an exceedance of
0-5 dB(A) was "marginal".
Although it is now easy to criticise the somewbat
simplistic approach of early drafts and standards, it should he
remembered that in 1967 the International and British
standards for sound level meters had only recently been
published. Acousticians in Australia were gradually becoming
organised and NSW and Victoria had formed unincorporated
divisions of the Australillll Acoustical Society by 1964; it WIl8
not until 1971 that incorporation of the AAS WIl8 achieved.
In 1971 the NSW State Pollution Control Commission
(SPCC) was established and the State government formed a
Noise Advisory Committee (of which 1 was a member) to
assist the Commission in drafting the Noise Control Act. The
Act was promulgatcdin 1975.
AS 1055 was revised and published in 1978. It was a little
more sophistlcated, bill still relied on sound level meter
measurements. It also provided a table of "calculated
background sound levels for different areas containing
residences" to he used in cases where the existing background
sound levels were inappropriate as criteria.
In the meantime, the lnternational Standards Organisation
was drafting ISO 1996 Acou....tics-Description, Asse\'sment wu1
Measurement of Environmental Noise. I was a member of the
drafting committee and AKI5 decided to use the ISO drafts for
its next revision of AS 1055. The document was divided into
three parls--General, Application to Specific Situation:;, and
Dam Pertinent to Land Use. The 1984 revision of AS 1055
maintained the same basic assessment methods, but tightened up
some previous "loose (Iuds". However, by this time fue various
State environmental control departments had been formed, each
with their own legislation and methods of noise astiIIiI!ISlllent.
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The State departments joined to form the Australian
Environment Couucil and in 1983 the Council was concerned
that the proposed 1984 version of AS 1055 was too
"academic" and that it would not be adopted unle~s it was
revised to serve "proctica1 uscs". If this revision did not occur
they wuuid drafttheir own document.
This opinion added to the already somewhat strained
relations between Standards and State goverrunenthureaucrals
because some of them objected to the table of "Acceptable
sound levels". They said that Standards should not be
including such material as il was the prerogative of
governments to set levels. This was an unfortunate outeome,
in my view, as not only does the adoption of an Australian
Standard ensure uniformity across the country, but the
technical committee members (usually) consist of the
country's best experts in a given area. The NSW Noise
Advisory Committee was itself disbanded in 1986, thus
ending what'many thought had been a fruitful contribution by
outside experts to a government department.
AS 1055 was revised and published again in 1989 (this
version included the use of the equivalent continuous Aweighted sound level and more sophisticated instrumentation,
including data loggers. The latest version, published in 1997
tries to placate the regulators. It states "The object of this
revision is to reflect the rapid technological advances in
acoustical measurement tcchniques ... This Standard is not a
regulatory document and users should ascertain, from the
relevant regulatory authority, details of specific requirements
laid down in each State or Thrritory ... This Standard aims at
providing authorities with materials for the description of
noise in conununity environments. Based on the prindples
deooribed in this Standard, acceptable limits of noise can be
specified and compliance with these limits can be controHed."
As mentioned earlier, road traffic noise was first
highlighted as a problem by the 1963 Wilson Report and the
Greater london Council developed a programme for
improving the !!(lund insulation of local government flats
(This programme had originally been designed to reduce the
effect of aircraft noise, but it was found that the residents were
usually more concerned about road traffic.) In 1977 I spent
part of a uuiversity sabbatical in thc GLe's noi!le section,
wbich I found very usefuL (A second part of that sabbatical I
spent with the US EPA in Washington, DC and r was most
disappointed to fmd that most of the people in the office of
noise control were solidtors. One or two in the office had
some acoustical training, but most of the tedmical work was
done, at great eJ\pense, by outside consultants.)
Road traffic was also recognised in Australia as an
important source of community noise. In 1979 the NSW
spec formed atraffic noise subcommfttce to advise the Noise
Advisory Committee on the preparation of strategies for
reducing thc impact of traffic noisc and the formulation of
guidelines and regulatory controls under various acts. By
1984 AS 2702 Methodsfor the Measurement of Road Traffic
Noise had been puhlished and three years later AS 3671 Road
Traffic Noi.l·e Intrusion-Building Siting und Constrncti,m was
available. This was a unique Australian standard. giving
guid<lIlce as to sites where traffic noise was likely to be
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unacceptable to the oecupa.nts ofvanous types of building. Tt
then provided a method for selecting suitable building
construction, so that at least inside the levels should not be
considered excessive.
As far as controlling the noise emitted by individual
vehicles is concerned, the responsibility fur new vehicles lies
with the Commonwealth government.
Its Advisory
Committee on Safety in Vehicle Design was augmented with a
few acousticians (myself included) and a new Australian
Design Rule dealing with vehicle noise levels was published.
It has gradually reduced permissible noise levels, hut it did not
require too much effort on the part of manufacturers for
compliance. Meanwhile the NSW SPCC had promulgated
maximum noise levels for in-service vehicles and had
completed a dedicated motor vehicle noise testing facility.
Officers also had the power to undertake roadside testing, but
from my experience they do not have nearly enough resources
to "catch" the worst offenders.
Aircraft noise asrnmed great prominence with the
introduction of jet aircraft (particularly the earliesl, straightthrough jets). It was recognised that a small market such as
Australia's could not hope to have much influence
internationally, but at least the Federal government became
involved with leAD (the International Civil Aviation
Organisation).
Standards Australia's Committee AK/6
Aircraft Noise had a watching brief on developments, but it
realised that il could not really do anything about individual
aircraft noise levels. Instead. a subcommittee of AKl4
Architectural Acoustics published AS 2021 Acoustics-Aircraft Noise Intrusion. Building Siting and Construction.
(This predated the similar standard dealing with road traffic
noise.) This standard, which has been revised several times,
uses the Australian Noise Exposure Forecast (ANEF) system
to assess whether or not a site (or building) is subjected to a
sufficient number of noisy aircraft to need special
construction so that interior acceptable sound levels an bc
achieved. If the site is within ANEF 25 then its location with
respect to the airport's runways is determined and the actual
maximum expected flyover noise levels from specific aircraft
are found from tables derived from the Sydney Airport noise
monitoring system. Reconunended interior levels for different
types of occupancy are also given, as is a method for selecting
~"Uitable building construction
At present, with the political comings and goings around
Sydney Airport, ruther trying to concentrate or to "share"
aircraft noise, ANEF information is unreliable to say the least
However, there is a programme to provide improved insulation
to the worst affected buildings.
In conc1l18ion, community noise standards and legislation
have progressed considerably over the last 30 years. We have
better instrumentation and more professionally trained
acousticians. Australian Standards have been updated and
cover many areas of community noise; there IS noise control
legislation in all of the States. However, there are so many
political and economic aspects that affect planning and
enforcement, that it would be difficult to conclude that
Australia is a quieter place, in spite of all our efforts!

THE CALAID: AUSTRALIA'S OWN
HEARINGAID
Laurie Upfold* and Ray Piesse**
"M.A.C. Audiology Service, 5/35 Fourth Avenue, Eastwood NSW 2125
"'*TeChnical Adviser. smm.1334 Padfle Higbway, Thrramurra NSW 2074
The Calaidbcaring aid was introduced in 1948/9 to provide assistance 10 hearing impaired ~hildren. warveterans and (from 1968) eligible
pensioners. Designed and manufactured by the Comm!lIlWeR!th Acoustic Laborntories (CAL), later the Nmional Acoustic Laborallmes
(NAt). the aid waS redesigned a number "ftimes until it was p'-dout in 199213.

During the more than 40 years of its production, over one
million Caluids were produced. Designed on the basis of inhouse !llld internationally published research, the aids were a
vital part of one of the world's most significant Audiological
services, and provided results which were at least equivalent to
those obtained with the best of the world's commercially
designed and manufactured products.
At the completion of World War II, Australian health
authorities were confronted with two new and quite disparate
groups of hearing impaired people.
One group consisted of the thousands of e"-service
per.;ons returning to civilian life with war caused hearing
damage. This group generally exhibited the mild to modernte
loss of sensitivity to highcr frequency sounds resulting from
exposure to excessive loud noise.
The second group comprised young children, born with
hearing impairment after an Australia wide epidemic of
rubella during the early years of the War. Investigations of
these children, initially by Gregg (1941), led to the first
realisation that in-utero conditions could have effects on the
child. The known children were typically severely to
profoundly hearing impaired, with little or no speech. They
were born to parents who had normal speech and language,
and wanted their children to grow up in an oral, auditory
world..
Apart from placement in a manual language school for
deaf children, no model existed anywhere in the world for
management of the problems presented by the 2 groups.
Accordingly, the National Health and Medical Research
Council was asked for advice, and a branch of the Council, the
Aconstic Research Laborntory issued a Report recommending
the establishment of a dedicated facility to research and
provide service.
This led to the formation of the
Commonwealth Acoustic Laboratories, soon known as CAL
According to the Acoustic Laboratories Act, given Royal
Assent in June, 1948, the Laboratories were " ...for scientific
investigation including that in respect ofhcaring aids and their
application to the needs of individuals, and in respect of
problems with noise as it affects individuals."
The title and status of the Laboratories has changed over
timc. Originally the COIIllllonwealth Acoustic Laboratories
(CAL), the name was changed to National Acoustic
Laboratories (NAL) in 1974. In 1993, the term NAL was
AoousticsAustralia

restricted to the research ann of the new Australian Hearing
Services (AlfS), which took responsibHity for service delivery,
and, in turn, became Australian Hearing (AH) in 1997.
Initially service by the Laboratories was provided using
hearing aids imported from the U.S.A. These were found to be
highly expensive, particularly for repair parts, which, because
the users were young children, were frequently required.
Further, there was a !!Carcity of U.S. dollars to pay for imports.
Consequantly, the decision was taken that hearing aids would
be designed and manufactured in Australia, by the CAL. Thus
was the Conunonwealth Acoustic Laboratory Aid, the Calaid,
born.
One of the fim projects of the Laboratories was the
development of an extremely accurate and reliable system for
acoustic measurement This involved standardisation of the
measurement of sound pressure level derived from the
reciprocity calibration of Western Electric 640 AA
microphones. Before the availability of test ch<UI\bm for
measuring the acoustic performance of hearing aids, CAL's
measurement system involved applying essentially oonstant
sound preesure signals, over the frequency range of interest,
through the small cavity formed by covering the hearing aid
microphone with a MXI41AR cushion and Pcrmaflux PDR3
earphone. The output of the hearing aid earphone was
measured in a NBS 2ee coupler, which. simulated its use lU the
ear. This system, the rigorous standardisation of which was a
characteristio of the Laboratories history, becarnethe basis of
design and quality control of the Calaid, at a time when few
other countries in the world could boast such refmements.
The first Calaid designed and manufactured by the
Labmatories was first used in 1948J9. As with all hearing aids
of tho lime, this was a body lcvol type with a button earphone
attached by a cord. The aid was based on 3 valves, and used a
piezoelectric microphone and electro magnetic earphone. The
aid cmue in 3 power ranges, with power determined by the
battery voltage of 45, 33 or 22.5 volts. No record of the
maxinllUll power, or peak clipping levels, is available, although
the 3 levels are preswned to have approximated 115, 120 and
125 dB SPL average level as measured in a 2cc coupler or
artificial ear. The frequency response of the aid was dictated
by the charncteristies of the mierophonc and earphone, but 3
tone controls, including a high frequency control, were
included.
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The introducnon ofthetrallsiswr ill the mid 19505 gave
the oppornmity for a much smaller and more convenient aid
with a more efficient amplifier. Further, the transistor aid
cnuM he merl with a 15 yolt penlight battery, allowing great
Tnitiai pmdudinn nf a
ill si .w and

permit, the proximity of the earphone and microphone
increased the risk of both acoustic and mechanical feedback,
dictating that the range of llVltiJable gain was restricted. These
two limitations on output meant the aid wag much more
suitable than body aids for the mild to moderately hearing
impaired. As a consequence, the number of people who could
be helped by hearing aids was dramatically increased.
The availability of the low powerllow gain Calaid E was II
critical factor in the Federal Government's 1967 decision to
provide free hearing aids to al1 pensioners and their
dependents. TIlls decision was to be implemented by an
expansion of CAL. It would have been extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to implement such a decision using only a
body level hearing aid. As it turned out, the range of
performance optiOOli provided by the Calaid E and Calaid T
was such that they were able to fully satisfy the requirements
of the Government's hearing aid schemes lUltil the mid 1970s.
The next step in the history of the Calaid came about as a
result of a number of research and other fmdings. The late
1960s and early 1970s wa.~ a period of great interest in the real
ear as opposed to solUld field and lee coupler performance of
heating aids. Flowing from the open mould technique of the
Contra1ateral Routing of Signals (~CROS") aid (Harford and
Barry, 1%5), earmould vents and tubing modifications (sueh
as diameter changes, hom effects and attenuators) were
introduced as methods of controlling thc real ear response of
aids. Much of the work involved in the investi>lation of these
response controls was perfonned within the Laboratories (e.g
McCrae, 1981; 1982). Interest in real ear response led to
deveLopment of methods for measuring real ear performance,
particularly real ear gain. Aided and unaided soundfield
thresholds, and aided and unaided acoustic reflex thresholds
{Tonisson, 1975) were used as measures of real ear gain.
Finally, in the 1980s, ear canal probe tubes became the method
of choice for real ear measurement.
The ability to control, and predict, real ear aided responses
and to mca&Urc the outcomes, were important aspects in the
development of a standardised hearing aid gain/frequency
response selection procedure. A number of these were
developed throughout the world, with the most influential and
widely used being that known as the NAL procedure (Byrne
& Tonisson 1976, revi.sed Byrne & Dillon 1986). This
procedure, based upon audiometric pure tone thresholds, led
to development of a required performance specification for
hearing aids, finally superseding the 1948 Harvard Report.
While these audiological developments were taking place,
new hearing aid microphones were being developed. The
Ceramic microphone wa::; quickly followed by the Electret
Among other advantages, these mkrophones were virtually
vibration free, which allowed them to be molUlted close to the
earphone without producing feedback. This permitted behind
the ear aids to be produced with top mounted microphones
and with much higher gains and power than before, extending
the range of hearing 1()jQlllll which could benefit from on the
head listening.
The opportunities presented by the audiological research
and the improved microphones led the Laboratories to
produce a range of new aids. In particular, the movementwa::;

away from the Calaid E to behind the ear aids, to give more
versatility in performance (particularly venting and tubing
modifications), and to extend the range of hearing losses
which eould be fitted with on the head devices.
The first of CAI:s behind the ear aids was the Calaid H,
first issued in 1974. This aid, using a top facing microphone,
was made in three power ranges and was su.itable for hearing
levels up to approximately 85 dB (re audiometric zero). It
included a choice of two microphones, one offering a steepe:r
low frequency roll off than the other, as well as a user operated
low tone cut. The aid could be used with a full range of
acoustic modificatioOli. This aid quickly took over from the
Calaid E as well as taking a significant proportion of the body
aid usage.
To supplement the Calaid H, and provide a higher powered
aid, particularly for profoundly hearing impaired children, the
Laboratories, in 1976, purchased by tender a number of
commercially manufactured high powered behind the ear aids,
called the Calaid RE. This purehose in turn was supplemented
by an aid of the Laboratories own design in the same
eommercial case, which was to be known as the Calaid P. The
success of these aids led to further purchase of very high
powered behind the ear mds for use particularly with very deaf
children.
While the behind the ear aids had by now taken over most
of thc filting load, there was still a requirement for
approximately 1000k of body level aids, for people tmable to
mllnipulate the behind the ear type. and for the very profoundly
deaf, for whom the maximum power of the behind the ear aid
was still not sufficient. After more than 20 hears of service the
Calaid T range was replaced by a new Iigbtweight body aid
known lIS Calaid G. This aid, again in four power ranges.
included themos! powerful of Cal aids, the Calaid GI2G.
Tn 1978, the Australian Bureau of Statistics issued a report
outlining details of hearing aid possession and usc in Australia
(1978; Upfold and Wilson, 1980). Among other findings, this
Report indicated that, regardless of whether the aid was
privately purchased or was a CALINAL provided Calaid,
22.1% of perwns with a hearing aid used it less than once a
week,orneverusedit.
These fmdings, together with further audiological research
results, led to a number of changes in NACs approach.
including a decision 10 develop behind the ear aids further. A
new aid type, the Calaid V, was introduced featming a forward
facing microphone, and three potentiometers for adjustment of
maximum gain, maximum power output, and low frequency
roll off. The Calaid V was introduced in the early 1980s and
remained the most :frequcntly used aid in NAL's service for the
next 10 years. Designed for use with hearing losses ranging
from mild to profound, the aid was produced in three power
ranges, each of which was adjustable downward by
potentiometer. One effect of this was that it was possiblc to fit
aids for milder impainnents than before (Upfold, 1988). In
torn, this created a need for an aid which employed output
compression limiting, rather than peak clippin& to minimise
hannonic distortion and further reduce the maximum power
output. The Calaid V was soon changed to output compression
limiting, which became the standard fitting mode throughout
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the Laboratories for all but the most severely and profoundly
deaf. who required the additional power available with peak
dipping.
During the later 19808, the commercial advertisiug of allin-the ear styles of hearing aids led to a demand by consumers
for thc suggested cosmetic advantages and possible potential
acoustic advantages of this aid type. NAL conducted an
extensive study of the comparative advantages of behind the
ear versus in the car aids (May, Upfold & Battaglia, 1990;
Upfold, May & Battaglia 1990) which ooncluded there WIllI
justification for an in the ear lIid, largely because some elderly
people found it easier to manipulate. Accordingly, the NAL
developed two versions of an in the ear aid, known as Calaid
J. These aids were employed for about two years until the
Calaid range ceased production with the commencement of a
joint venture between NAL and a well established hearing aid
manufacturer.
Throughout its history the Calaid was designed by
CAUNAL, its components were individually specified and
purchased by CAUNAL and assembly was perfonned by
several Australian companies under periodic contracts
The question which must be asked is how successful was
this concept of a range of hearing aids designed and
manufactured by one Government organisation to satisfy its
own requirements for hearing aids to fit to II market consisting
of the very young and the elderly? Absolute answers are
impossible, but some conclusions may be drawn from
available sources. Firstly, there is the number of aids
produced. From an initial 200 aids a year the number grew
from2,285 ayearin 1966to 14,679 in 1970to36,876in 1980,
to 86,600 in 1992. Secondly, the ASS 1978 survey allowed
comparison of client usage of Calaids and clicnt usagc of
privately purchased aids oornmen:ially produced by most of
the WQl"ld's major manufacturers. This comparison showed
there was no difference in uoo rates (measured in hours per
day) by the two groups. This was fOood even though the
Gov"rnm"nt group was much older than the private group, and
even though the private group included only those who
actually purchased un aid after trying it (Upfold & Wllson,
1982). Thirdly, battery use figures by Calald users mdicated
an increase in mean hours of use from 6.4 hours a day to 9.6
hours a day between 1978 and 1981, an increase ascribed to
improved audiological fitting teclmiques with the Calaids
(Upfold & Wilson 1982). These aid use figures indicate that
Ca\aids were being used as much as most aids produced
throughout the world (Stevens, 1977). Fourthly, surveys of
persons obtaining a Calaid as a replacement aid in 1976 and
1981 showed thaI the majority of persons previously using a
private commercial aid felt their new Clilaid was better than
their old aid (Upfold & Wilson 1982). Similarly, studies of
client satisfaction was Ca\aids invariably showed satisfaction
levels to be high (Dillonet all99la, 199Ib).
In the period of its production, from 1947 to 1993, well
over a million Calaids were produced and fitted to a
population of the very young and the elderly throughout the
nation. Supported by an active und internationally acclaimed
research programme, the Calaid was a significant part of
Australia's health and acoustic history.
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AUSTRALIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
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Artifacts

<le,c1opmcnl of ultrasonic medical lhagno'llc imaging.
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In this way, as far as possible each interface between adjacent
cngans was intersected at right angles somewhere in the scan,
In the late 19608, KQssolf espoused the concept that the
image -would be better if, instead of concentrating on the
outliues of the OIllaIlS, the system was optimised to display the
lower amplitude of echoes from within the tissue of each
organ. This required considerable compression to mateh the
even wider echo signal dynamic range of interest, but more
importantly, a considerably better performance of all parts of
the signal processing chain to avoid the large signals from
tissue boundaries overloading the system and obscuring the
smaller echoes of interest. Thus, the transducer, preamplifier, compression amplifier, display amplifier and
display device all required extensive modification [11].
The weakest link in this chain at the time was the display.
The best grey scale was obtained from a time-exposed film,
but the scanning had to bo done "blind", although Polaroid
"instant" development film system was used. Careful control
was required of the scanning rate, scan line density, scnx:n
brightness and contrast and camera aperture settings. Despite
the operational difficulties of this system, the images showed
considerable improvement, with a more complete rendition of
the scanned anatomy, and less dependence on compound
scanning to display the complete image. The grey-scale
technique was quickly adopted for all VI scannefll [12, 13, 14],
and its role in ultrasonic imaging demoustnlted [15].
The grey-scale technique was "exported" to the UK.
during the two-year posting of David Carpenter to the Royal
Marsden Hospital in London in 1972-3 [16]. He implemented
the technique in the skin-comact scanner developed there,
demonstrating that the superior imagcs were due simply to the
application of improved techniques.
Developments in technology, particularly the analogue
(and later digital) scan cOlNerters, made the technique more
"operator friendly", and by the late 1970s, it was soon
employed on the commercial scarmers which were becoming
availahle at the time. More importantly, the Uire of grey-scale
made it possible to obta.in meaningful images with simple
scans. with the ultrasonic lines of sight from a single direction,
rather than the previous compound scan. This in tum meant
thai real-time scarming with simple sc;ans were still able to
image organs and regions even without seeing echoes
specifically from the boundaries of the organs. The current
state of the art in medical ultrasonic imaging uses real-time
simple scanning first made practical by the Australian
demonstration of the grey-scale approach to signal processmg.
Octoson

In the early 1970>1, all commercially available ultrasonic
scanners relied on manual scanning oca transducer_ We began
to develop an automated water-bath compound scanner, to
provide each image in a precise plane, accurately registered
with all the other images, and acquired with an automated
repeatable scan motion. The device consisted ofa large water
tank with a flexible plastic window on the top to which the
patient's body sumee was applied. Inside the tank was an arm
holding eight transducers, which all scanned in synchronism,
with ultrasonic pulses being transmitted from each transducer
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in turn before the set of transducers advanced to the next
angular position. The arm could be move it in three
translation directions, and two rotations, allowing an image to
be obtained at any orientation and position, and accurately
registered withall other scans. A single image was acquired in
about two seconds, W1d consecutive scans providing a series of
slices could be performed rapidly, and provide the clinician
with an accurate 3-D representation of the region. A further
serial set in another direction, or a number of oblique sc;ans
through particular structures could be obtained to provide
further infonnation if required. The prototype was completed
in 1974, and with its eight transducers and living in a pool of
water, it was named the "Octoson" [17]. It was used for
examining the pregnant uterus, abdomen, heart and breast.
The commercial potential for t1ris machine was apparent,
and after considerable negotiations with a number of
interested part:ies, the rights were let to the Nucleus Group, an
active Australian medical equipment company. The company
Ausmrics was formed as a subsidiary to Nucleus to
manufacture and sell the Octoson. Other companies in the
Nucleus Group were Telectronics, and laler Cochlear.
Approximately 200 commercial OClosons were sold for
$100,000 each, or total sales of $20M. Of these 90% were
exported, mostly to the USA, hut others also to Japan, Italy,
France, Sweden, China, and Holland. A second system was
derived from the Octoson approach specifically forthe breast,
called the System I, with approximately 100 units sold. It was
designed in Australia, and after some time, producticrn was
moved to Japan, where it was manufactured under licence.
The Octoson provided a broad image of the anatomy
scanned, allowing the position, orientation and relationship of
the various body components to be easily appreciated. It W'dS
suitable for a wide variety of organs and regions, but did not
cope well with overlying bone or air-containing tissue. TIrus
it was impeded in the thOTM by lung and rihs, and in the lower
abdomen by bowel gas unless this could be displaced or
replaccd with liquid. In the areas where imaging was possible,
the image quality was superior to that available from either the
current manually operated skin-contact scanners, or the
emergingreal-timescarmers.
At the time that the Octoson became available
commercially, two factofll limited its widespread acceptance.
The release of X-ray Computed Tomography provided an
automated cross-sectional imaging moda1ity, which offered a
wide field of view but was not limited to particular areas. The
Octoson was left to compete on its brtter informlrtion in some
conditions, its greater safety in pregnancy and its lower cost.
The image quality obtained from commercial real_time
ultrasonic scarmers had improved due to the adoption of greyscale and improvements in transduceI and beam- and im.ageforming technology. Although they lacked registered serial
scans and had a restricted field of view, the feedback afforded
by the manipulation of the real-time scan plane by the operator
was an attractive way of gaining the 3-D appreciation of the
scarmed region. The real-time scanners also had a cost
advantage over the Octoson. Tn the fullness of time, the last
surviving Octosons in the clinical environment were used as
front-ends for computer or other research systems.

Computer proces~ing, image formation and
characterisation.

ti~suc

Our first computer for pTllcessing ultrasonic signals and
images was installed in 1972. Again, it pushed the bound~ of
current technology and could only rocord the envelope of the
detected ultr<lSQnic signals. w; the upper limit of sampling was
3 MHz. With this syslem, the fin;t ultmsonic 3-D rendition of
serial section ultrasonic image planes was achieved [l8 ].
The Octown provided an ideal "front-end·· for acquiring
ultrasonic data. The automated scan with well-identified scan
line origins, positions and orientations greatly a<;sisted in
image re-construction algorithm development. Methods were
developed for interpolation Ix:lwCCll scan lines to reduce the
numher of lin es needed to obtain a real-time image. and hence
increase the maXitlll.lm acquisition rate. which were
subsequently used in commcrcial real-time scanncrs.
The ability to record a scan and its accompanying
ultrasunic ,ignals was of great assistance in acquiring signals
for ultrasonic tissue characterisation. This was a subject of
great interest in the 1980·s. lIS promise \\fa, to provide an
ultTal;onic "p athology" to identifY diseased from healthy
tissue. Considerabk elli>t1 was expendtd on this subject at
our laboratory and in many others around the world (19].
Unfortunately, no significant method has yet passed the ·'aeid
t~st'· "fbeing used at an in~tituti",\ other than the ooe(5) at
which it was developcd.
Doppler processing for total flow
The Dopplcr frequency shift resulting from reflection of
ultrasonic signals from moving structure>; (and particnlarly red
blood cells) had been used for fetal pulse detectors, and for
assessing tho apparent rate (velocity) of flow in vessels and
heart chambers. Our <;<mlribUlion ~ to combine imaging of
the vessel with the usc ofa broad Dopplcrbeam eneomJUSSini
the entire vesse l and appropriate signal processing to obtai n
quantitative mea~\.lrement of blood flow within a vessel. (201
With its well-registered and controllable scan planes, the
Octoson formed an ideal platform for the lotal volumetri c flow
studies in a numher of areas. Much of the work was on the
meaSUfCmcnt of blood now in the fetw> in order to identify
those at high risk of birth complications. Othcr studies were
on the vessels of th~ abdomen, in particular the liver and
spleen. As the Octoson was not ji·eely aV".\ilabl e. the tech nique
was not taken up widely, although further development has
been din::cled towards implementation in real-time scanners,
wht:re commercial development is po~sible

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
From the outset. the group of engineers and physicists at the
Lallm3tory worked closely with medical consuHant~ in each
area of application. In the early development or each project,
there was a need to interpret the information on the ultrasonic
images, which were often of poor resolution, and providing
images of strl.lctures not previolL~ly able to Ix: imaged. The
scanner settings and dcsi gn derisi ons in implementing the signal processing system significantly influenced the appearance
of the images. Roxognition of the structures displayed and
more importantly the structures mi ssed in the image. led to
Accuwics
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design modifications to improve this aspect of imaging performance. On the clinical side, smdies were perfonned orthe
reliability of imaging various organs, and the reliability of
measurements made on the images. This required close collaboration between the equipment designcr and the clinician,
leading to a fruitful cross-fertilisation of id~as, with the cl inician suggesting equipment enhaneemcnts and the engineer
suggesting clinical applications.
This e10se collaboration between the clinician and the
design engincer in both the equipment d~sign and image
analysis led to long-lasting profcssional relationships. and
joint publications in both technical and clinical journals. The
close multi-disciplinary approach was unusual for its time, OT
even for the present day.
It wa~ lIllUSUal for a singk gmup to develop apparatus for
many di/rerent area~ of applicati.m. The group of medical
specialists ",itll whom we wl)rked came from a number of
specialties. They became the nucleus for th o formation ofthe
AL.lStrala~ian Society for Ultrasound in Medicine (A.S.U.M.)
and the establishment of scientific and education meetings 10
<;pread knowledge in ultra"ll.lnd 10 other specialists.
Separately from the Lah<lratory. medical specialisls from
throughout Austrdlia began to investigate ultrasound using
commercially availahl~ equipment (2 1]. The two strands of
development were bruught together by the fonnation in 1970
of A.S.u.M. Tht standardofelinical practice of ultrasound in
Anstralia is very high hy world ~tandards. This is due in no
small part to th~ activities of A.S.U.M. in education and
certification activities.

ORGANISATIONAL ARRANCEl\1ENTS
In 1975, the Ultrasonics Research Section of" C.A.L. was
changed 10 a separate Branch of the National Health and
Medical Research Division within tltc Commonwealth
Department of Health and called the Ultrasonics Institute. At
its formation it bad a staff of24, and 10 medical collaboraton:;.
During the mid 19805, the Depanment of Heahh became
a'lll-are that the Ultrasonics lnstimte. although achieving
significant scientific and conunercial results, was not directly
supporting any of the Department's authorised fl.lncti.m~
.Following ex.tensive negotiations, tbe Institute, along with it<;
funding allocation and all its staff were lransferred lu the
CSlRO Division of Radiophysics in 1989, a, the Ultm~mic-,
Laboratory within thc Division. Following amalgamation of
the Divisions of Radiophy sics and Applied Phy,i~s into 3
Division of Telecommunications and Industrial Physics in
CSIRO in 1998, the ,tafT members of the Ultrasonics
Laboratory have been incorporated into the Division
With the trans fer to CSIRO came a change in culture, and
the required ~mpha~is of lhe work. No longer was it enough
to provide improvements in health care. The work needed to
have m~a,urahle impact on the subject, preferably
demonstrat~d by the uptake of the developed techniques (and
associate,l royalties). or even better by direct funding of the
restarch effort. This was in a climate of increasing researeh
and development effort by the commercial manufacturers
They were reluctant to entrust the success of their new
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equipment to an outside body, and research funds were not
sufficient to maintain the effon at its previous levels. Some
research work has been pcrformoo for one oj" the major
medical ultrasound equipm~m manufa<..1urers, resulting in
incorporation of Doppler signal processing techniques
developed at our laboralory in lheir current equipment. It is
anticipated that this relationship will continue.
Thcre has been an expansion in the scope of research hy
staff previously from the Laboratory. Our medica l and
computer technology was applied to project~ to asse~s bt:e f
quality on the hoof, funded by the Meat & Livestock Research
Authority. The Dept of Defence funded development of
lechnology lo imago;: the surfact: of underwater objects in
turbid water in the range one to six metres using Megahertz
ultrasound . Other projects involve image processing in other
medical imaging areas, using skills and background
knowledge in medical imaging d"velop~d in ultrasound.
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OTHER BRANCHES OF ACOUSTICS
NeviUe Fletcher
Journal Editor
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Australian researchero and practitiOIl<'l'S have contributed significantly to most branches

or acouirtics

wer.

the past decades. This final

notegiv~srefcrcnccstoarticJesinwhlchmuchClfthehlstoryofotherbranchesofacouirticsisrelated

It has proved impossible, within the compass of a single issue
of this journal, to relate the history of all fields ofacoustics in
Australia. An omission does not imply a judgment on the
importance of any field, but rather a recognition that some
have been the subject of recent review articles in this journal
or, in some cases, the simple unavailability ofan appropriately
knowledgable author within the timescale of preparation of
this special issue. Tbisfinalnote, therefore, gives references
to previous articles and other resources from which much of
the history can be gleaned. A brief survey article on
acoustical research in Australia [1] was published in this
journal in 1997 and provides a more extensive, though brief,

The calibration and standardisation activities of the
Laboratory were surveyed in a special issue of Acoustics
Australia in 1989 [7]. Since that time the activities of the

THE NATIONAL ACOUSTIC
LABORATORIES
Human hearing is of prime importance to all of us, and it is a
sad fact that many children are born with hearing defects,
many people suffer noise injuxies to their hearing, and most of
us suffer a decline in hearing abilities as we age. The charter
of the National Acoustic Laboratories is to help prevent noise
injuries and to assist those whose hearing has been damaged
through the development and provision of appropriate hearing
aids. Some of this history has been related in connection with
the CALAID, as described in this issue. An outline of the
history of the Laboratories is also provided in a recent brief
"time-line" article [2], while a ffilrvey of current researeh is
given in the Special Topic of Acoustics Australia for 1993 [3].

Laboratory have turned increasingly towards industrial
applications of acOUJrtics, with major projccts in ultrasonics
and in non-destructive testing of composite panels for aircraft.

ULTRASONICS
A majOl' and very different field of acoustics is that of
ultrasonics. Ultrasonic techniques are applicable to the nondestructive testing of structures, to medical imaging, and to
condensed-matter physics. A history of thc use of medical
diagnostic ultrasound is given in this issue, many of the
techniques having been devised at the Ultrasonics lru;titntc
while this was associated with the National Acoustics
Laboratories and before its transfer 10 CSlRo. A more wideranging discussion was given in the Ultrasonics Special Issue
of this journal in 1991 [8] and again in 1999 [9).

SIGNAL PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

COCHLEAR IMPLANTS
The multi-channel cochlear implant known as the Bionic Ear
was developed by Professor Graeme Clark and his
collaborators over the past thirty years, and now gives hearing
to thousands of people, particularly children, who without it
would be profoundly deaf. The Australian company Cochlear
manufactures these instruments and distributes thcm
throughout the world through its !lUbsidiaries, and indeed
dominates the world mwket with something like 75% or all

imp1antsused.

The personal story of this remarkable achievement has
been told by Professor Clark in his recent book Sounds From
Silence [4]. Earlier and more formal publications include the
edited book Cochlear Implalltation for Infants and Children
[5] and an article in the special "Hearing" isl!Uc of Acoustics
Australia in 1993 [6].
Acoustics Australia

THE NATIONAL MEASUREMENT
LABORATORY
Another major Australian involvement in acoustical research
is through the vanous divisions of the CSIRo. The Division of
Building, Construction and Engineering is concerned mainly
with architectural and industrial acoustics, as its name
suggests, while the national Measurement Laboratory, now a
part of the Division of Telecommunications and Industrial
Physics, maintains Australia's national measurement
standards in acoustics and investigates the applications of
acoustics in a variety of industrial ficlds.

Other importarrt practical applications of acoustic techniques
are in the fields of signal processing, active noise control, and
machine condition monitoring. There are active groups in
machine condition monitoting at .Monash and the University
of New South Wales, and Australian research in this area was
reviewed in a Special Topic issue in 1994 [10]. The related
topic of active noise control, in which the group at Adelaide
University has been particularly productivc, was reviewed in
an articlc in 1992 [Il]. Acoustic signal processing is, of
course, of general importance, but particular mention should
be made of the "surround sound" and other techniques
developed cummercially by Lake DSP in Sydney.

UNDERWATER ACOUSTICS
The usc of acoustics techniques to explore the ocean bottom is
of increasing importance, particularly in Australia with our
long and largely unexplored coastline. A survey of work in

[Unrefereed Hisioncal Issue]
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this field was presented in a Spcciallopic issue in 1992 [12]
and Dlore recent i,scres have contincd papers <.>1l particular
subjects in the ficld

4

imp/an/aUM jor infanl£ and Children (Singular Publishing
Group, San Diego & u.ndon, 1997)

CONCLUSION
This brief addendum filb out, to a limited extent, a catalogue
of the range of activities in acoustics that arcbcing pursued in
Au,tralia. A detailed accountofthdr hi,1ory over even the last
few d~ca<ks would fill many issues of this journal. Perhaps,
however, this hrief account 'will incite those who know more of
the detailed history to write such an account for us.
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VALE
GRAEME YATES
It is with greal sadness thai we report the death of Grat:ru~ Yale s.
Graeme died in October Z()tl() alkr a prolonged jllne.s. The .societyextendsitscondol encestohis family,wifc Marilynanddaughten; Jennifer, Elisabeth, Katherine and Carolyn and to his many
colleagues and friends

Graeme was hom in 1944, gained a B.Sc. (Hons) (Physics) from
the University ofWcslem Australia in 1970, and achieved a Ph.D
(physiology) from UWA in 1976. He maintainedcontinuou.~ con _

tact in a tcaching ro1e al this uDivcrsily from 1982 onwards

AustmIiaovermanyyean;. He
WliS a founding member of the
Western Austmlian Division
of tho: Australian Aco",tical
Society in 1971 and maintained elOiSe and e ~ e cut ive
in,'o ivem ent
throughout
this period. lk ''"<is treasurer
oflheWADi~'isionfrom 1987
to 1992,Chaimlanfrom 1996
to 97, and f ederal Pre.idcnt
from 1997 to 1999. Gracme
will be remembered lor his
driv~ to set fulure goals for 1he
Soc iety. As Vic e-President,
and espec ially wben he
bccame Presidenl. he was for_
ward looking and urged Council meetings to spend more time

Graemc's major area of work over Ihc past 20 years waS as

consideringmart~soracousticpolicy. r:uhcrthanthcday-t<>-day

NHMRC Senior Research Fellow, at The Auditory Laborntory,
Department nfPhysiology at the University ofWc,lern Australia
11 was through his work in research that Graemc achieved a
Nationaiand lnternarional profile. Recentactivitiesinduded

i""ue.ofthe Society. for thi s purpose he introduced the ideaofa
telephone link up between counci l memb,ms a few weeks before
the main meeting, to consider the more minor matl.Cni. Thi ~ freed
time al the main council meeting for man: controversiallopics . He
was kecn to sec the Society take an aClive role in international
acoustics, and to determine whether it mould be a '"professional"
or a " Iearned~ society. The still unresolved is.suc of accreditation
ofmembcrs by the Socicty i. an area where he led the way and
where his expertise and insight will bc sorc/ymisscd.

Ouest speaker at symposium 11Ie Cd lular nasi, of the
Cochlear Amplifier" , 2000 Midwinter Meeting of the
Association for Rescareh inO\olaryngology, and
Invited speaker NAS Colloquium "Auditory Neuroscience:
Development, TralL,dUClion and Integration", 19_21 May
2000, Trvine, California.

cations. He also achieved h igh recognition as an educator with
inn~inpostgr..uuateandundcrgr...duatetraching>;attheUWA.

To his WCSU-TIl Austral;"ncolleagues in acoustic. he had elder
statesmanslatus. Graemehad lhcuniqucabil ity to gra','p!hescience of an acoustic is.<ue and, in a helpful way, discus.s and eiarify
!he scientific principles. H~ will be missct! and re~mbered for
many personal artributes but also for h is 1000'e of acoustics and the
""dy he u.,ed his'Cientific s.k ill 10 challenge and extend people
around him in all fieldsofa~ou,tics

Graeme had ... significant involvement in acoustics within

Compiled by colleagues in WA

loh iscarccrbeauthored/co-authore<:latotal of48refcrccdjourual
artido:s in international journal" .00 preS<-'Iltcd 22 conference
papef'. He alsoauthoretlloo-aU1hored achapt~in4,",paT<ltepubli

GENTLEMAN ACOUSTICIAN DIES
:MARK EISNER sustain~o.I fatal injuries in a moto.- v~hide
accidenlon 12 S~ptember 2000 in transil betwt:en Canberra and
the south coast of New South Wales_ His wi fe, Judilh. wa.~ a!.o
>eri oll.<lyinj ured inlheaccident bUl shei ,rJOWrecm-..,ring
Mark I'oa, hom in Warsaw, Poland On 6 May 1933 . AI the age of
six years he arrived in Sydney and began primary tuilion at
Beecroft Grammar Schnol. During his secondary school life,
Marlcartended Kings Scbool,Parramatta asaboarder.
He laler took up \ertiary studie, al the University of Sydney
whe re he gai""d a Bachelor of Engin«ri ng (Mechanical and
El ectrical) and continued on 10 complete a Masters Degree in
Buil ding 5.:i ence under Professor Cowan. His thesis was entitled
"Noise Problems in Medical Centres". This was probably the
beginning: of a lifelong passion for acoustics although he also
IO'.-ed good mu,ic and pos",,,ct! a fine tenor ,,,10 voice
During thl.' period from 1959to 1966 whcnhe v,as a Diroc tor and
ChiefMcclmnical Engin~~r for the Arcos Group of Companies.
h~ sl"'m SOme lime in the United Kingdom where he v.as awarded
an Engineering Certificate from t~ Nuclear Engineering School
in ll arwdl
AcouSlics ALJstrali a

In 19M he married Judith Bnzzan in Sydney. Two years laICr they
lo New York, w here Mark ""orked in thc office of Bolt,
Beranek and Newman until 1970. at which time he had become a
senior com;ultant with the firm. Bcfore retuning to Austra lia,
Mark and Judith travelled e:<tcnllively arOlmdEurope for several
months. On rerurninJlto Sydney, Markjoined Carr & Wilkinson,
one of the leading Acousli cal Consultants in Austra lia at tbal
time . In 1971, Mark <et up an office in Cant>erra to act as
Associate Director and Canherra Manager for Ron Carr &
Company, Acoustical Consultants. Then in 1979, Mark fonn~d
his own practice in Canberra; Mark Eisner & Associau,s.
Aft~ relocating to Canberra, Mark and Judith were blessed ,,;th
two ,,",,,nclerful children; a son Jason who is now worling in Kcw
York and a daughter Kym (recently deceased).
Mark was re<pected for h i_. intellectual approach to aeou,tic
issw., and for his indepcndence ofscicntific thought. lIut mO'!l of
all, he was a gemieman with soc;"l ski lls which are rare in this
modern, fast world
Despite the ditrieult times in Mark's life afkr Kym's death, he
was a lways able to ofTer sincere and wi ,e words of

t~lled
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encouragement to his many wlleagues and friends
Mink was a Member of the Australian Acoustical Society and a
Member of the Acoll5tical Society of America. His finn was a
Member of the Association of Australian Acoustical C=ltants
(AAAe). He was always a. valuable contributor to all AAAC
mattcfll and also a keen supporter of its aims and Code of Ethics.
Mark has provided profcssional acoustic services for over 30
years. He has been directly responsible for many major projects
iu acoustics, noise and vibration control, enviroumental
engineering and energy thrift and conservation projects. These
have included majoraircmft and traffic noise studies and design
of military and civil airport projects, noise abatement programs in

defense oftmn~rt noise including, aircraft, rail and road traffic
in Australia, USA and Canada. 1be projects bave encompassed
both noise measurements and noise predictions. His work has
also included blastmouitoring and predictions assoeiatedwith
quarries aud industrialprojecta
His clients have included many of the federal, state and local
government departments and other major clients in the privale
sector. He used the latest technology, instrumentation and
effective techniques for solving acouHtic problems and was
committed to provide quality and excellence of service.
Mark will be sadly missed by the member t""tnns of the AAAC and
many others in the acoustical field in Australia.
modest lcngth can cover everything!

The Science and Applications of Acoustics
Daniel R. Raiche1
AIP Press I Springer, New York, 2000,
598 pp., ISBN 0-387-98901-2, bardcover. Distributor DA
InfurmationServices,
648 Whitehorse Rd, Mitcham 3132, Australia, tel 03 9210 1111,
fax 03 9210 1188,PriceA$147.26
Acoustics is a wide-ranging subject, and this book attempts the
ambitious task of giving an account not jU$t of the basic theory
but also of most of its major applications. The target readership
is at advanced undergraduate or early graduate kve1, and the
pedagogical aim is reinforced by inclusion of a few worked
examples and a dozen or so problems at thc (l)ld of each chapter.
Competing books with which 1 am familiar were all written many
years ago - the classics by Beranek (Aooustics, 1954), by Olson
(Acoustical EngiJIeering, 1951), and by Kinsler et al
(Fundamentals of Acoustics, 1982) - and the present volwne
covers rather different ground.
The basic theory- strings, rods, plates, waves, tubes, etcis oovered in a capable f~shion in the first thin:l of the book and
provides a suitable background forth<: applications that follow.
My only quibble is the use of exp(iWl) instead of either the
physics convention exp(-ia.') or the engineering corwention
expUa.'), which causes minor confusion about wave propagation
directions, impedances, etc., at least in my mind. Tbree
Appendices giv<: some data tables, dctails of the properties of
Bessel functions, and (surprisingly) an extended treatment of
Laplacetrmsforrns.
The applications treated span a wide range - acoustic
measurement, human ,bearing, architectural acoU!;tics, noise
ooutrol, underwater aeou,iics, ultrasound, music, and vibration
oontro!. Each of these topics gelS a singlc chapter, except for
lI/"Chitecture and noise control, each of which gets two. The
chapter on noise control becomes detailed enough to discuss
regulations in seveml countries, while the architectural aooustics
chapters examine several famous balls. The treatment is
generally up-to-date and at an appropriate level, though it is
~lilllitmliRdecail..kia,.~,surprisingtosoo

rather little about microphones - only the standardmcasurement
microphone is discu&Sed - or about loudspeakers. Another
surprising omission is any treatment of horns. But no book of
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As might be expected in such a dive:rse book, there are some
things with which a reviewer will not agree. I found a few minor
errors of fact, and roilier too many instances of poor English
expression or grammatical errors. The book uses a mixture of
metric and Impcria\ units in some chapters, which i, confusing
(can you guess immediately what dBikyd means?), but a twopage conversion table is provided in the Appendix (where you can
revise conversion of slugll to kilograms weight and similar
diversions!).
I can recommend this book to anyone who wants a compact
introduction to various aspects ofapplieda<XJustics. The selective
reference lists at the end of each chapter - mainly to bookscan then be consulted for more detailed information. The book
would be suitable as a tcJ<t at advaneed undergraduate level in
physics or engineering, though I fear we have few acoustics
COurses of this type inAustralia. ItgivesagoodfeelforthesCDpe
and practical importance of the "Ilbject..

Neville Fletcher
Neville is a VlSiti1lg Fellow in the Research &hool of Physical
&ience.• and Engineering at the Australian NIl/;onal University
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and absorbs Dllwanted internal reverberant
noise. Thsts have indicated a noise reduction
coefficient of 0.65. It also controls
conderulationandolTcrssuperiorthermal
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RION
Sound Level Meter.

The NA-26 is "-

1YP'e

2 meter designed to

mcasureinstmlaneoullsoundpressurelevels
and includes a maximum hold reature. By
depressing the maximum hold button, the

user automatically readq and holds the
maximum sound pressure level that i.
presenL By depressing the maximum hold

buttonnsecondtime,th"userantomatically
rell!IIllitorea.l-timedecibel reading. Asecond

button allaw" theuscr to switch between A

and C frequency weightings and a third
button enables the user to vary the tirne
measurcment setting between Fast and Slow.
Fur/her!nformatio~:

Awustic Research Laharatories.
tel 029484 0800.jAA ()J 9484 ()884
or your local bra~cI! !I{ ARt or view the
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Acoustilagisa simple cost effective solution
for aUpipenoi"""pplicationsand Can be Wled
00 all types of hot and c[}ld pi!",s. It
comprises three ntain layers; outer layer of
refioctive, tear resistant CSR therrnofoil,
middle layer of flexible Soundlagg Barimo
coated vinyl and a third layer of CSR
glasswoolinsulation. Acoustilagsystemsare
designed to meet STC 30 and STC 45
requirements.

Aeousltdad is a pre-insulated wan panel
andthermalperformaoce.

Ea<:h panel interlocks with tbe next to furm B
structurally reinforced joint. Tesls havc
shuwn a noise reduction coo/ficientofnp to
1.05. Because it is more rcsilientthan face
board it is ideal furu.., in areas demanding
hlgher impact rcsistance suth as factories,
w.u-ehouses schools and sports centre.
When u.qBd in conjunction with Mylar or
fibres arc released making it ideal for the
loodindustry. ltisavailablclnavarietyof
attractive finishes md is de.igned and

Acou8lioon is designed to rednce noise under
metal roofmgand c.nbe installed with any
metal roofing system. Itisa 75mmthick
bond of lightweight fire resistant CSR
Thermofoil with Bradford gla,"wool
insulation. Aconsitcon reduces external
noi"" such as rain, road. traffic and aircraft
Acoustics Australia

which are necessary for maximum acoustic
benefits. ItbB.'lrubber anti vibration mounts.

It i:s ideal for eonf"med spaces sucb as
manholes, sewers and utilities work places,
construction and demolition sites, ship
building andgenernl manufacturing, and any
uncmnforfable environments thaI require

FurtherJnformQtioll
OJ.

Bro~ &

Ttconsistsofa

layer of Bradford Fibretex 350 Rockwool
fixedwaprc-furmcdperforatedmetalshcct.

Mehmexwrnp Acousticlad eruures that no

Acoustlcon

down stream guide vanes, tapered radial anns
and a true aernf"il socdon impeller all of

system. designed to deliver efficient acou.tic

Laminated Service System

installation of fire rated shaft walls. It
consisisofaHghtstcclframeandthreelayefB
of CSR Gyprock fire rated plasterboard
laminated. All oomponents of the system are
screw fi;wd. Or.crew and adhesively fIxed
which means a fast, inexpensivc installation
with no need for welding or bolting
Acourno mtings for the sylltems range from
Rw (STC) 36 - 38 designed to provide
acousdc separation betwcon shaft walls and
build!ngoccuponts.

quality manufacture.
The aerodynomic
featuresinclnde an inlctimpellernore cone,

sensitive Iabonr cooperation.
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The new CSR Laminated Service System is
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wall plastic construction and the case is anti
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Thenew RiOD NA-26 sound level is designed
for use by those wiili limited experience with
sound level meters. The mctcr has a single
measurement range from 30 dB to 130 dB
wifua \arge LCD display for eosy visibiUty.
The additional bar graph indicator makes
changes in sound leve!s easy 10 follow.

BRON
Portable Fan

manufactored for each individual project
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Gyprock Guide Book
The popular Gyprock Fire lind Aooustic
Design Guide, al.oknown as the "Red Book"
has been relaunched with new p1aAcrboard
system. and performance specifications. It
provides a quick and easy reference to the
perfurmance uf an extensive range of CSR
Gyprock fire and acoustic wall, ceiling and
colmnn!beam assemblies. All STC ratings
have been changed to Weighted Sound
Reduction Index (Rwj. Eight new systems
and their rain ooi.., reduction perfurmance in
commercial buildings have also been
included

Funher i'!formarlnn MQrketrng Elements
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SYSNOISE Rev 5_5
LMS SYSNOISE, tbe world's leading
solution
for
vibro-acoustic
design
troubleshooting and optimi-alion, dclivcrn
new modules ami enhancements fur noise and
vibration analysis. The Engine Acoustics
module allows engincdesigoeTli to evaluate
complete engine signatore acoustics in less
than a day. This new release is part of the
LMS mis&ion to deliver CAE and testing
products that Improve and streamline the
design analysis ami manufacturing prooess."
Three new modules are a"...ilable with LMS
SYSNOISE Rev 5.5 and are based on the
concept of Acoustic Transfer Vectors, the
main building block for SYSNOISE Rev 5.5
The new modules include: Numerical Engine
Acoustics, Inverse Numerical Acoustics,
Paru:l Acoustie CootributionAnaiysis.
Additionally LMS SYSNOISE Rev 5.5 offers

a wide range of user requested enhancements
inclnding: Faster solulton tim"", Dynamic
memory allocation, Binary compatible
databases, FlexLM licensing mechanism,
Automatic database meq:e for frequency
level parallel runs, Peak valuc contour
plotting,Integratedvaluecontourplotting,
Complex ma.. density (for DBEM,
MDDBEM and FEM fluid), Freqnency
dependenl mass densily and specd of sound
for all modules.

Further lnjonnatioM: Qmghui Zhong,
Compumod Me/hour"" lei (03) 9642 0333
or qzlw"C@mel.rompumod.com.au.
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CIRRUS
The &OOA sound 1"",,1 meteri. the firstofa
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demanded from a modern sound level meter.
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simpie u,er inlerface, making the instrument
easy to
an ..... ential requirement for
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Past Conference
Proceedings
Louis Fouvy is seeking copies oj
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Sales
Infobyte manufactures and sells the

II iM3 Type 1 precision noise loggers now available
for hire - Don't settle for less!
• We make your planning easy with after hours pick-up
and drop-off arrangements
• Short on staff? Infobyte's logger placement service is
the answer - call for a free quote

'I Save time with our free hardcopy service providing
Leq and L9D charts in minutes while you wait .
• Central location in Ryde with easy parking
• Store Leq,D.1 s for over a week to capture
aircraft f1yovers , train passing events etc.

iM3 precision noise monitor. A memory
capacity of 16Mb allows the iM3 to
gather a huge amount of raw noise level
data on every survey.
After the survey the supplied software
allows virtually any Leq or Ln to be
calculated , from Leq,O.1s to L90,15min
toanL10,1Bhr.

MfCROTECH GEFELL's range of
microphones and accessories are sold
by Infobyte. These high quality German
microphones are cost effective
replacements on most name brand
sound level meters. Try the smart
alternative. Infobyte use a 1/2"
Type 1 microphone from Microtech
Gefell on all iM3 loggers.

Call Geoff Veale on 9807-8786 to make your booking or enquiry
Infobyte Pty Ltd 19 Curtis Street, Ryde, NSW 2112
Ph. +61-2-9807-8786 E-mail: gvea\e@ft.net.au
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Acoustics 2001
Thisoonference, organised bythc Australian
AcoUSlical Society (AAS), is heing held
from 21 to 23 November in Canberra, the
seat of Federal Parliament, [t is therefore
appropria\etotakeno~andvibrationpoliC)'

asa themo for thc conference. Receotlythere
have bccn many cbangcsandrevisionsof
policies and thil confettncc provides an
opportunity for discussion of the various
issUC$ along with other ospectsofacoru;tics.
Thckeynotc speaker at the opening will
prO">'ide an overview of tlte noi..., and
vibration policicsand provide a personal
view of the way forward. For eacb of the
seSIlioJlSaddressing various aspcclSofnoisc
and vibrntionpolicy lite seAiorIlQdn will
beinviltdtosununarisethe curTCJIIU~iorr..

Contribulcdpape",relatedtothcthemeand
to otha topics on sound and vibration arc
invited. ElIcit paper will be allocaled 15-20
minutes.. Paper.;rclaltd tolhe themes will be
allocated in the sessions indicated in too
prclimin.:lryprogram. Papers on othaarcas
Of~OIlSticswiliheinthcparallclsessions.

Allscssions.tbete<:ltnicalexhibitionandthe
social functions will he held at RYDGES
CANBERRA. All rcgiSll1lnl!! are encouraged
to stay in thc conferen« hotc1 and a special
room rate has been negOliated. The
conference will combine cootributed papers,
technical presentations. awards and a range
ofsoci.l activities includ<:d in thedelegatc
registration fee such as ...elcomc buffet,
confercnce dinner and farewell lunch

F"rtAe.lnjOJ'tnalion:Aco"sl/cs]()()I,
A"., lHfencc Forre Academy, Cani>erm,
ACT2600.IeI:0262688241(0402240()()9).
f<u:O]6]6118]76",·l1U~@adfa, ed!o./JOI

and www.uJers.bigponJ.comiArou<;l/a

le A
The 17th International Cong"''''' On
ACOllslics ( ICA) will be htld in Rome, [taly,
2-7 Septernber2001. The congress will be
held at the Engineering Depanment' in San
Pietro in Vincoli.ncxt to the Colosscurn, in
the cenm: of Rome. A preliminary
application form i. available via the www
and the pages will be regularly updated.
lXadlines are:FebruarylSforrecciplof
at>stmctsand for hoIel euly bookiJlg, May 30
for receipt of manuscripts and forad>'aOCed
registration.
The lCA is the only congress dcvoted to all
aspe<:tsofacoustics., where any acO\l5tician
sllould find himlherselfat home. In addition

to few selected plenary sessiOllS, a Iatgc'
nurnbct"ofstructurcdseilSionsareplarmedon
maoy different topics, organized by
coordinators that will stimulate the
participationofactivescientists.andthuswi\1
pro<iu.;eanatlmllovcrviewofacousticsinihe
many ficlds of usc. Contributcdpapcrsmay
cilhc:r fit into SlnICtu...:d sessions, or may fmd
propcrallocationinparalldplanncdsessioJlli.
TheCongn:s s hasalso~.incethevcry

first one in its history, a moment whcre·not
olliypeople-butorganizatiODS,inslitutions
and groups. do meet.

conference you can
register
with
with
subscribe
listserv@ dto.tudc!ft.nl
inlcrnoise in the body of the cmail.
F"rt~erinfomwtion:

hllp:I/www.inler>lOiM]()()I.lUdeljl.nla.
CongTU1S«N!rtJrlal,po.BI»:IQ67,
Nl._l6fX) BB Deljl, TII~ NelAerlands,
f<u+JI15262540).
J ~IQry@inlemaise2()()1./udelft·nl

lCSVS
The Eigh th International

Congre~s

on

F~rt~erinfamralian '

AcousticsandVibr.&tionspon~byllAV,

Mrp:/Iwww.ica2()()J.jrlor!ie<;r"larial, teA
]OO!. Dipartimcmod;Enc.-gelic<I,
U"i.-ersityofRame'LaSapietJ::{J', noA
SciIrpa,I4,()()16IRame.llo/y. f<u: +) 906
4976(j9)l,kal00/@Uniro",al.il

the International Institute of Acoustic~ and
Vibration. will be held in the lIong Kong
Special Athninistmtive Region,China, from
2 to 6 July 2001.11AV is an iIttnmlional
non-profitscicntific socicty affiliated to the
International Union of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics (llITAM). ICSV8 is part
ofa iCquern:e of congresses hdd in the USA
(l990andl992).Russia(I993andl996),
Canada (1994), Australia (1997), Denmarlc:
( 1999) and Germany (2000). each attended
by scvcral hundred partkipantsworldwide.

ISMA2001
The interuniversity CentcrofAcoo<tieli and
Musical ~h (CIARM) and the Catgut
AcousuQl S«tety (CAS) an: plcaoed to
prc.sent ajointlmernalional Symposiurnon
Musical Acoustics (JSMA). This will be a
satel lite sympoliium of the 17th ICA and will
be held September 10-14 in Pcrugia(ltaly)'
the beautifu1 chiefrown of the Umbria n:gion.
[n keeping with previous conf=nces ill this
series . [SMA 2001 will bring together
internatiOn.:lllea.ckrsinthemusical....,oustics
field. The symposium will bcbeld in 2001
and will be joint with " Pcrugia Classico' :a
oolc\OOr!hyltaliane:chibitionandmarketof
acoustic instruments, which will give
mllsicians,
instmments
make ..
and
accusliciansthcopportuni1ytomcctand
discuss all)'topic of musical acoustics from
an intcrdi s<'iplinary point of ,·icoN. n.e
leadingthemcwilibeMusicalSoundsfrom
Past Millennia, which will be KOOIIlf*l1lCd
with a lei tmoti f: The Preservation and
PromOlion ofour Musical Acoustic Hcritage

F.. rtMrI~'ilHl: Arlp:/;""""", cini.1'C.
C1fT.lrlISMAlOO!"" MUlicaIAco",ticJ
U>I/<orQlory.ro..aa:ioneScOiO/udiSan
Giorgla_CNR,lsa/adiSanGiargia
Maggiare,I-JOIl4. Vene=ia,/lo/y,Fax:+J9
0415208/J5,ismaZOOI@t;ini.".,.cnr.i1

Internoise 2001
[nternoise 2001, the 30th International
Congress on Noise Control Engincering to bc
sponsored by I_INCE, the Interruttiorutl
[nst;rut~ of Noise Control Engineering, will
be held in The Hague, The Netherlands,
August 27-30. The Ihcme oflntemoisc 2001
will be Cosl!! & Iknefits of Noise COIItroi
Technical papers in all arcas of noise control
engineering are "ekome. An extensive
technical e>.hibition will be held
Toreceivercgular cmoilupdalesODthe

The kcynote prescntations wilt be "Systems
approach to the design. cons\noClion and
maintman~ of raihnys", Glenn Frommer
(Hong Kong), "Elllopeao Airframe: Noise
Reseuch _ An Overview." Hanno HeUer
(Germany), "Physics of revcrberalioo," lie
Pan (Australia) and "Wave propagation and
sound transmission in sandwich composite
panels," Anders Nilsson (Swedcn)
FurtA~'infomral;anfrom

Allp:lJwww.iiav.argortCSV8, Depl
M« I..",icol Enginuring. Hang Ivmg
f'b/yItchnicUnlwrsity,Hungha""Hang
~ C~jna,f<u:+lijl1)65410J,

m",ia>g@pa/yu.edu.hl:

WESPAC 8
On behalf of the Australian Acoustical
Society. the Vic toria Division made a
sUCCC5Sful bid to Itold the next confercnce of
Ihe Western Pacific Commission for
Acoustics to be ron in 2003. Tosccurc the
bid. Vic e President of the Society and
Chairrnanofthc Victoria Division, Charies
Don. attended l meeting of the Western
Pacifie Comm issiOll for A<X>lIStiel just prior
to WESTPRAC 7. Members of the board
prai sed the bid document, which W!I~
prepa...:d in conjunction with Melbourne
Convention and Mad.tinS Bureau . The
conf=~ewilibebeldinMe1boumefrom

7_9ApriI2003,withregistrntiOllstaningon
Sunday6.Forinformatiollupdates,watchthc
AASwebpagc:
hnp:/lwww.usm.bigpondrornlAcoustics
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DECI-TEX®
"INNOVATION IN ACOUSTICS AWARD"
The challenge is to explore new horizons for
OECI-TEX· , acoustic textiles.

INC COR PORATION PlY. LTD. inc in Vic

Want to be apart of this exciting opportunity?
tN.C. are offering great prizes for all qualifying entrants to
this competition.
151 Pri ze

Trip for 2 to Broome and 5 days accommodation al

2nd Prize

5 nights accommodation wit" Hilton Hotels in any

Cable Beach Club
Australian Capital City

3rd Prize

1 dozen bottles of Wynns Coonawarra Shiraz

Competition extended--winner to be announced In Canberra at the next

National Conference of the Australian Acoustical Society.

To find out more about DECI-TEX, and typical applications, and
competition detalls,please email: decitex@lnccorp.com.au
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WESTPRAC7
Kumarnoto. in lhcsouthwc.t ofJapan.was the
venue for the Sev~nth WeSlern P.cific
Regional ACOtL'>I:iC5 Conference. rn(>W1l as
WESTrRAC 1. Largely mganiscd by tbe
Acou>tjcal Society of J«pan in coujunction
with the Institute of Noi se Conm>1 Engineering
of Japan, the tbm: day conference ann",1c<l
almost ~()() delegates along with 20 acoomranying deksat~ There "'CtI: 301 paper deli,,eredinup tosevenparallelscs<ioos.
The firs t plenary Iccrure w"" by the foundation chairman of the We.tem Pacific
Commission, Kru'iti Kido. TIe explored tho
relati on bet""",n acO\l,tics and the emerging
discipline of inform~lion science , noting that
while the mergy carried by sound is almost
nesJigihle it i, the information contained by
the 8;~nal thaI is the crucial factor.
Nev; lleliletcb~r gave the second plcnarylcc

turc. taking U)' the thorne oftheoonference,
' Pan-Pacific Winds, Fill ing the ,ai ls of
acollstic.for the2 I stcentury".bychoooing
thelOf'ic of windinstrumcnw.l'lutc-li ke,l\:ooandli~drivenin'trumenlsweredi8cu.<sedand

d C"IIlOlJstrated during a fascinating talk which
indudedn"'ntionoflhcdidg:cridoo.

There "'" no instrumentation or proouct dis.
play associated "ith the ronference, altbough.
a number of manufacturers mooe use of the
J'O'ter fiCSsion. to inform dolcgates of their
ware •. A lavi,h buffet-'lyle banquet was held
during theeveningofthe.""ondd"Y,3Ild
included demon,trations of Japanese martial
arts an.Jlncal <lances.
Associated with the Conference was thetttccti~g of the W"'tern Pacific Commissioll for
Acoustic , aad P rofessor TO$hill Sone o f
Akita Prefectural U";ver<;ity. Japan, was electcd ChaifIlliUl. Tbe newly created po,1 of
Chainnan elcct w,:nt to the AAS rcpresentative, CharI...; Don. with the C)(p'--..1atioo thai
he will take up the Chairman's posi tio~ allcr
the next confefCllce to be held in 2003. At the

ACCMJstics

Au~tlali a

acronym far future conference,. 11uo "'-as
because the word "regional" suggested that the
conference participants came from a hmit
area. whereas delegates were being drawn
world wide. However, removing j rnt the R
p<lsedaprohlcm,espcciallyinAustmlia,asthe
resulting acrouym is the
of a banking
company. Aftcr-somc discussion it was dec ided that henceforth the Mme would be WESPAC, and that Melbourne " " uld ho,t WESPAC 8 d uring April, 2003 . A video promoting
A"'~tnllia, with an cmphashon Melbourne as a
touristdc<tination,wassh(>Wntooklcgatesat
WESTPRAC 1 after the a""oune~rncn t of !.he
ncxtconference1/el1uew""madeatthec!osing

=

Acuustics 2000
The annual e01lfcrencc for tbe Australian
Acoustical Socicty forthe YcaTl000 ,,'lIS hcld
attheJoondalorCountryCiub.aboul 30kTM
nonh of~rth city, Western Arntralia, between
tile 15 and 18thofNovember. Q,-.::rahutldrcrl
delegare,fromall'tat~. ofAustra]jaandquite

afewfrom overseaJ:,gathered totake partin a
full program
The firs t event of the Conference "",a , i<i tto
the Defence Science Tcclin<)lcgyOrgani""bon
facility at Garden Island Naval Ba,efollowed
by Regi'trntion 3Ild a Welrome BIlQ on a ter_
f3Ce overlooking the pool and golfco\1l-.e at
lheJoond alup confereJlcevrnue
The Conference starred next mornins. with
Charles Don. ofl'icially """ning proceedings
and iutrod ucing Ken Aplin from the
FrogWA1Ch program at WA Museum. The
Confc.ence committee of the WA chapter of
lbe A,sociatiun had eho.cntodorrate some of
any I'mfilSmade by the Conf.n.'1Iee to a local
program known as ·FrogWAtch·. This is a
program, sct up by WA Mu""um and funded
byAkOlleolicetinginforntationonfrognum·
bers and di.<tribution ",illrinour .latc, Some
member:< o f the Society bave bC<:n involved,
us ing our interest and know ledge ofac<}~,tic,
to develop a computer program by which dala
collected in local wetland. hy variou~ gro ups
including community and ",bool groups can
!:>eanaly<ed and frogs idcnti fied by thcircall.
Eventually, WI' hore to u'" th is in rormation
illo.'1Itify environmental prohlem< tI1mugh their
",btion tothe wi ldlife of an are3. We hope this
w"nt SOm e way to explain the general theme
for tbe c(mference 3Ild why everyone l,ad a
picture ofa frog on the name badges etc
The key note addres< was d d iwred by Hill
Kuperman of Marine Physical LaooralOry/SIO
on Time_RcvI'rsaI Acoustic" 1'o1l0V0wg thi,
most in teresti ng addre". delegates W,;n: abk
to foll ow two , Iream. ovcr (he !lext two days.

-f-..

K"..".. ......... _ _ _ __"''.

· -~~u.,J
Broadly, thc t",,, . trc"m. were ";rand wdter
acoustic •. It"'lI,fascinatingtoheartheway.
familiar sciClltifi. principles could be app li~d
in unfamiliar way"the rolcofac"",ties in the
future of world communication _ fm m a fmg
croaki"S in a bu.<h creck to transpacifie data
transm ission. Apan fromfonnalpre,emation
o fpape r"there,',,,re<everalinteresting,informative and useful workshops where problem.
encountered in everyday workplace .itualious
co!lld be thr""bed out among ,imilarly intorcstcd parties and regulatory government
authuritic •. Thesc di,euss ionsanll many oth _
er< contintu:di nthcwannspring . unsltincon
the terrace overlookins the j'IOOl and gol f
coursc during many ea.<rual couference and
m cal hreaks
At the Conicrence Dinner on Thursday night
Charles Don pre,entro the Presiden!'s Pri7.e to
Colin Hansen for hi, paper (wi!.h OIlin Ke<telT
and BcnCouolatoJou"Virtual Sensors in
AetiVl: No ise Control". Daniel Lloyd WA
Chairman also announced that Ken Aplin and
FrogWAtch would also receive a guaranteed
S5000.00 in proceeds fmm thc Confcrc ncc
W itll (he utl<O,pected p..,;sing of Or Gnlham
Ya(e., the localorga~ i 'i nscomlllitll.'Cprob.bly
exceededtheirownexpeetations rort!1e"OO<)(h
fUllJIingofthe Conferencea<a <malTtribotcto
the memory of Dr Yare, . This wa< possibly. in
no small part due to the organizing work
alreooy compkted by Grabam even as he coped
wi th his own medical difficulties. The inspirational ,.,.lueo fhi>dforts tothoscwithwhom
he came in contact durinS his life hut inpart;cular during w hat ".,., (0 become hi. fi nal
month.' (he attended a commillce meeti"s with·
in oneweekofhi,death ) cannotbeo,'er:<tated
A numberofco-optcdmcml>crsand fricndsof
the <ociety provided much " oc<icd e.tra lISsi,·
tance tohelpcoverlhe gapalsocauscdlly thc
sudd en hospitalization of Ti~n Saw. now
thankfully we:ll00 tbe road to recovery.
LYl1lol1Srorer
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ACOUSTIC DUCT
Acoustic Duct is designed to measure 0", characteri,ti~s of acoustical material such a:; -'<lUnd absorber and sound barrier. lbe two microphone random-excitation technique is adopted to separate the incident· and the reflected-wave spectra in a duct. Not only generating the White and Pink noise but also measuring the signals and calculation of acquired
data arc provided by the pers<mal computer without any other FFT Analyser.

Main Features
•
•
•
•

Real-Time FFf
White or Pink Noisc Gcneration
Relll-Time Octave Ana~~is
Auto- & Cros$-Sp~ctrum
Measurement
• Calculation of Absorption Ratio
• Calculation of Transmission Loss
• Microphone Calibration

SALES, CALIBRATION, HIRE & REPAIRS

Rintoul Acoustic Doors
Rintoul has recently designed, developed and laboratory-tested commercial and
studio acoustic doors having STC ratings rallgillg from 35 STC through to 51 STC .
Incorporating the illilovative combination of a new drop hinge and sealing
configuration. we have created an acoustic door and frame package which provides:
Improved acoustic performance
........... ".,..p."....

C.y4§nW.,·Ju.j

•
•

lighter/easier operatiorl
floor sealing which will accommodate variation in existing floor levels. thus
outperformirlg conventional drop seals.

Performance data sheets and shop drawings can be provided on request.
We also manufacture acoustic operable walls and wall panels and have an acoustic
testing facility for hire.
For furlher details please do not hesitate to contact
Mr. Stephen Middleton
Rintoul ?ty.Ud.
Ph: 9958 1474 or 0411'474 457
email: stephenm@rintoul.com.au
Internetwww.rintoul.com.au
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ENGINEERED NOISE CONTROL EQUIPMENT
FOR INDUSTRY AND COMMERCE

COMPLETE RANGE

0 '(

acoustic systems Ilty ltd
eighteen years experience supplying quality,
purpose-designed noise control equipment

acoustic enclosures
acoustic doors
acoustic louvres
steam discharge silencers
industrial attenuators

Sound revel Meters
Dosimeters

recenlpmfectsindude:

Stack & Steam Silencers - Pelican Point HRSG Project
Acous\ic Door$ & Wall Unings - Northsidl>Storage Tunnel
Acoustic Doors· TVSN Studios, Lane Cove
GenIlO'Btor Vent Sil encers - Westmead P!1vate Ho!<pllal
VentilaliOllAltenualors-PittStTetephone Exchange

Tel (02) 9894 4052 Fax (02) 9894 4053
Su~e

PO

8, 27 T erminus St.. Caslle Hill NSW 2154
6391. Baulkham Hills BC , NSW 2 153

Bo~

e-mai l:acoustiC@natspace .nat.au

~Cct.l<vvIlD:WSI ...m

Achieve the ultimate
with Bruel & Kjaer service
Briiel & Kjrer offers faster and better
service than any other lab in Australia
- at very competitive prices!
For more information on bow to freeze your expenses and saye
a fortlille on repai rs and calibration costs...

..•call Briiel & Kjaer's
Service Centre today on
(02) 9450 2066

HEAO OFFtCE, SERVICE ANO CALIBRATIO N CENTRE:
24 Teplo Road. PO Box 177 • Terrey Hi ll, . NSW 2084
Tel ep ilo r.e (01) 9450 2066' Facsimile (02)94502319
e-mai l: bk.,,,rvke@'pectrj ,.com.au • www.bk.com .au
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NOISE ~G EMENT SERVICES
PHONE 03 9531 8911

I~

ARLO i.o; free to aU individual reader. witb an

inlernet browscr (Netscape or Internet
PxpIOtCT). There i. no subscription fee

Acoustics Research Letters
Online

ARLO i, financed by authors who pay " S350
publicatioofeeforacccptedmanw;cripts.and
by librari.,. and in<litutions lhal are chruged a

1be Acoustical Soci~ of America (ASA)has
recently lauru:hcd its <econd archival journal,

modest 1IIIIIoal fec (S I50) to ,upport the
archiving and the migmting of multimedia

AcOlL'ltic:< Research ldlClli Online (ARLO).
AKLO i. >Ill inl.<.;malional el;:ctronic letters
journaL The submissiOJl and review p=s.s
arc handled witb ASA's new online
Manuscript Management System, which
enables publicatioo in as little time ... one
month. The abstracts of all articles will .Iso
appear in print in the Joumal of the Aooustical
Society of Ame,ica (JASA),nnd full articles
will appear ""

~

JASA CD-ROM

ARLO ""copts colour andmult;me<!iacootent
(for example, audio, video, and (X'lmputct

These are part of tne mvicwcd
manUSCTIpI. ARLO is published and archived
allhn~tions).

by the Aillerican iostiruto of Physics (AIPj 00
hehalfo f ASA. ATPaisoprovidcs searching
and linking function. to ti!ics, authon;,
abstracts. ~ey wo.-ds, "od rcf~TCIl<C" through
its OolineJoumal Pub/ishing Service.

FANTEcn bave "ppo intcd two new
directors. PauJdc Bruill, ha< been appoi.nted
Marketing Director working out of the
Melbourne and Jobn Ben! ha< become the
nrn< Sales DireclOr based in Sydney. Further

informatioll Fantech Ply Ltd. tel (03)9560
2599, fax (03) 9561 4428,
iDfo;@fantech.eom.au
Bruel &: Kjucr have lallllched a now web SilC

Dewils: Jutp:llojpJ ,aip.orgIARLO

Clunies Ross National Science
& Technology ",yard 2001
Award rcdpicots will be publicly honoured.I
a formal ceremony and dinner to !>c heldal
Hot.l Sofitel. Melbourne on WMne«!ay 28
March 2001. Thi, annual Award ha, now
honoured 52 .pecial Austnolian, who haye
made ao oul>;tanding contribution 10 the
applicatiOl1 ofsciet'lO:~ and technology for the
eeonomic.socialorenYironmentalbcnefilOf

at www.bksv.com.This includes

1ICCn5

to

pmducl ~etaih as wdJ as items cut cfrcc'-"IIt
magazines and othcr prornolional matcrial

Darren JUJ"e\icius has been appointed a,
manager for Vipac'. Hun ter Valley office.
formerly known as Caleb Smith Con,ulling
He ha. beeo relocated from the Adelaide
officeofVipacandhaslong""periene~ inthe

Tho Academy of Sci<:TICc has sct up a new
.den.e educati(I!'
page at

f"h<.>n<>0297 16 97V9 fax02971696W
Emo l ln lo@n at bn o ~ooc c , not
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S<P'~lbeT10-14,PERt:GLA

ISMA2001 .
CTARM & Catgut Moo,1 Soc
http://WW.O<<ioi.w.cn •. it/lSM A200 I.Musi<"1
A coustiC&L;obo""ory.FoJH!arion < Sc~ ol ~di

2001

Son

Giorgio _ O;R. I,ola di SOlI Uior~io MlIgo:iorc, 1_
30124, Vcnezi.,ltaly. Fax: +39()41 520~lJ5.
i.."a200I@cini _"".cnr, it

Jaouary 14_17, PATRAS
EURONOISE 2001

http;/I...lIoooi<0200 1" l(l",rao,; rior LfM.E

i.aborato!), of Fluid Mc"<hank.or.dEt>cIgy,
Uni,-" ",ity ofp.m" P_O.BOX 1400, 26500 Patra,
Gre=, f.~, HO ~ l 996J44,
• uroooise2001@"P" lr.. ,~ r

20U11f.£E lnl U1tno,oni.. S~·mpj o i D .plu.
Warld CoDKoD Ultn",nic •.

;:':~~~rZ~k:~ROURNF.

• N"""mb<T21_B,CAi'lBf.RRA
MousUc. 2001 AAS Annul Confu. n..
http:!'-"W......... bifll'*i.rono'A~ ',
Acoustic. l OO l , Au>tDcf.""" f orcoAcadomy.

A,S<!CO<upU .. Uh &Safcty Educaton

C<>Iit> Findlay, O H&S Group. RMIT Awlied
Chcrni,try. PO Box ll.a...doota Vic lOll)
ApTil 6-8, CAMDR1[l(; 1:
Noi>cPtlUulion.oo H,,,allb
w",,,,_ och o. WJnoi ~'"

Ju~

4-8, CIlICAGO
HJ .. ~kclingof Actll>O!icalSoc iC1yofAmeric.

htlpJi• •,... ip.org. ASA,500 Sunny>idcBlvd,
WoodbUl)',NY 11797_2999.IJSA,Fox: + 1 516
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